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Medical error and patient safety are key policy issues.1 In No
vember 1999, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) released its highly 
publicized report on these topics, and with it, the sobering facts
that medical error accounts for the vast majority of patients injured 
in the United States, with up to 98,000 inpatient deaths annually due 
to it.2 This figure represents an astounding 270 deaths each and 
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1 

William C. Richardson, Preface to COMMITTEE ON QUALITY OF HEALTH CARE IN AMERICA, 

INSTITUTE OF MEDICINE, To ERR IS HUMAN: BUILDING A SAFER HEALTH SYSTEM ix-x (Linda T. 
Kahn et a!. eds., 2000). 

2 

These figures are subject to some debate. Interested readers may wish to review COMMIT
TEE ON QuALITY OF HEALTH CARE IN AMERICA, INSTITUTE OF MEDICINE, To ERR IS HUMAN: 

BUILDING A SAFER HEALTH SYSTEM 26, 31 (Linda T. Kahn et a!. eds., 2000) (hereinafter IOM 
REPORT) and compare the citations therein with Clement J. McDonald et a!., Deaths Due to 
Medical Errors Are Exaggerated in Institute of Medicine Report, 284 J. AM. MED. Ass'N. 93 

(2000), Lucian L. Leape, Institute of Medicine Medical Error Figures Are Not Exaggerated, 284 J. 

AM. Mw. Ass'N. 95 (2000), and Rodney A Hayward & Timothy P. Hofer, Estimating Hos
pital Deaths Due to Medical Errors: Preventability Is in the Eye of the Reviewer, 286 J. AM. MED. 

Ass'N. 415 (2001) . Note, however, that other estimates of inpatient deaths are even higher 

than that described in the IOM REPORT. See, e.g., Ross Wilson et a!., The Quality in Austra
lian Health Care Study, 163 MED. J. Ausn. 458, 459 (1995). As well, the specific number of 

errors may be an inappropriate focus given the progress medicine has made. See, e.g., 
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every day, 365 days a year, and does not take into account preventa
ble failures in care in ambulatory settings, nursing homes, or the 
home health care arena.3 Importantly, the IOM report also focused 
some attention on successful efforts at addressing the problem
specifically, a focus on the systems nature of delivery} the use of 
systems tools to develop and implement corrective action,5 and, crit
ically, the need for open and honest communications and discus
sions about error and safety.6 This paradigm avoids the shame and 
blame of individuals acting in high error-inducing environments, 
norms antithetical to complex system improvement that serve to 
drive information of errors and failures underground.7 

Currently, the litigation process is the primary forum for com
municating information about an error that led to injury.8 Yet, the 
litigation system provides little if any substantive information use
ful to promote systems improvements and corrective action in 

Troyen A. Brennan, The Institute of Medicine Report on Medical Errors-Could It Do Harm?, 
342 NEW ENGL. J. MED. 1123, 1125 (2000). 

3 IOM REPORT, supra note 2, at 27. 

4 Id. at 49. 

s Id. at 51-52, 162-63. 

6 Id. at 178. 

' 7 Note, however, that this concept does not exclude individual accountability. The two go 
hand in hand: 

because the system is now the focus of quality, all members of the healthcare 
team assume an even greater role: they must be vigilant in all aspects of care and 
note all actual or potential sources of error, going beyond their traditional activi
ties and observations. A systems approach does not discern who acts to identify 
systems problems or the training he /she has, but simply that the problem is 
identified and that it provides an opportunity for corrective action. 

Bryan A. Liang, Special Paper: A System of Medical Error Disclosure, 11 QuALITY AND SAFETY 
IN HEALTH CARE 64, 65 (2002) [hereinafter Liang, A System of Medical Error]. 

Aviation provides an excellent example. A team of air traffic controllers works together; 
however, due to an error, one of the team directs a flight into the wrong runway corridor, 
resulting in a near miss accident. Due to the professionalism of the controller, he notes his 
own error. The team leader then debriefs the controller as to the factors that contributed 
to the event, as well as discusses the matter with other members of the team. The control
ler is then asked to design his own remedial training. After the controller designs, and 
engages in, his training, all other members of the team also engage in the same training. In 
this manner, others on the team learn from the error and the system improves without a 
punitive environment and shame-and-blame approach. Roxanne Goeltz, Conference Pres
entation, Promoting Patient Safety: An Ethical Basis for Policy Deliberation (2001) (availa
ble from Hastings Center for Biomedical Ethics, Garrison, NY). Ms. Goeltz is an Air Traffic 
Controller. 

s Brennan, supra note 2, at 1125; Bryan A. Liang, The Perils of Law and Medicine: Avoiding 
Litigation to Promote Patient Safety, 19(3) PREVENTATIVE L. REP. 10 (2001). 
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health care.9 Indeed, as a win/lose, individually-oriented fault 
mechanism, the litigation system provides an exceedingly strong in
centive to staunch patient-provider communications altogether in 
order to avoid any possibility that information discussed would or 
could be framed to influence a jury.10 Even if some information 
does come to light, the information is likely tainted-that is, it is 
unlikely that the information will be unsullied by the twisting and 
tweaking of each side's attorney to favor his or her own client's 
case. 

Hence, the litigation process does not promote effective com
munication, information exchange, or learning to improve systems 
performance in health care delivery. Importantly, it induces silence 
by one party who has significant knowledge of direct and indirect 
factors surrounding the events-the provider-and one party who 
has the greatest experience with all parts of the delivery system
the patient. 

To continuously promote safe and effective health care, both 
providers and patients must be active partners and participants in a 
system of delivery.11 From the outset, both should be educated 
about the systems nature of health care delivery and outcomes,IZ 
and should be strongly encouraged to report and discuss any 
"eyebrowraising events"-potential deviations of care that might be 
noted for improvement-that are observed.13 By integrating prov
iders and patients as true partners in the health delivery enterprise, 
the health delivery system can obtain marked progress in reducing 
errors, mitigating their negative effects, while also learning from 
them to improve system function. 14 

9 Brennan, supra note 2, at 1125. 

10 See IOM REPORT, supra note 2, at 43. 

11 Liang, A System of Medical Error, supra note 7, at 65. 

12 Id. 

13 This term is used to describe the welter of conflicting inadequate judgmental terms that 
necessarily require attention but often are not easily articulated as to why. See Bryan A. 
Liang, Themes for a System of Medical Error Disclosure: Promoting Patient Safety Using a Part
nership of Provider and Patient, STRATEGIC IsSUES IN HEALTH CARE MANAGEMENT 92 (H. Da
vies, M. Tavakoli, eds., forthcoming Jan. 2004); Bryan A. Liang, Error Disclosure for Quality 
Improvement: Authenticating a Team of Patients and Providers to Promote Patient Safety, PRo
MOTING PATIENT SAFETY: AN ETHICAL BASIS FOR PoLICY DELIBERATION (V.A. Sharpe, ed. 
Forthcoming 2003) [hereinafter Liang, Error Disclosure]. 

14 
Liang, Error Disclosure, supra note 13. 
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I. A BACKGROUND ON ERROR 

A. Medical Error and Patient Injury 

Medical error can be defined as a mistake, inadvertent occur
rence, or unintended event in health care delivery which may, or 
may not, result in patient injury.15 Note, however, ''what medical 
error is not: it is not purposeful or reckless actions that are intended 
to directly or indirectly harm the patient.''16 To improve the health 
delivery system, the primary concern centers upon the much more 
frequent problem of error by individuals who are acting in good 
faith, but are working in systems where errors occur that may po
tentially lead to adverse events.17 

B. Concepts of Human Error 

Error by humans is inevitable.l8 It occurs as part of the inter
acting systems in which persons act to achieve social goals.19 

Professor James Reason, a psychologist and leading human er
ror investigator, has extensively studied human error and has de
scribed the paradigm of error in complex systems.20 "Errors arise 
from two major sources: unintentional actions in the performance of 
routinized tasks and mistakes in judgment or inadequate plans of 
action."21 Active failures-errors and violations of rules, and mana
gerial or latent failures-those focused on and in the organizational 
or systemic processes, intimately involve the human component of 
complex systems.22 But it is the latent failures, "those entwined with 

IS See Liang, A System of Medical Error, supra note 7, at 64. 
16 The distinction is crucial; first, these latter actions represent only a very small percentage 

of patient injuries associated with the health care system; and secondly, these actions are 
malicious and volitional rather than error. Bryan A. Liang, The Adverse Event of Unad
dressed Medical error: Identifying and Filling the Holes in the Health-Care and Legal Systems, 29 
J. LAw MED. & ETHics 346 (2001) [hereinafter Liang, Adverse Event] . 

17 The complexity of care and the effect of error is daunting; even when providers are work
ing at a 99% level of error-free proficiency-and medical personnel "are among the most 
careful professionals in our society"-this level is still less than industry, and even a 99.9% 
level of proficiency may still result in significant levels of patient injury. See Lucian L. 
Leape, Error in Medicine, 272 J. AM. MEo. Ass'N. 1851 (1994); see also IOM REPORT, supra 
note 2, at 53. 

18 See JAMES REASON, HUMAN ERROR 2 (1990); see Liang, Adverse Event, supra note 16, at 347. 
19 See Liang, Adverse Event, supra note 16, at 347. 

2o See REASON, supra note 18, at 173. 
21 See Liang, Adverse Event, supra note 16, at 347; see also REASON, supra note 18, at 5-6. 
22 See Liang, Adverse Event, supra note 16, at 347; see REASON, supra note 18, at 173. 
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the design, organization, and structure of complex systems," that 
are the most dangerous failure types.23 Latent failures often go un
recognized and remain within the system, "increasing the potential 
for adverse events in the future because they predispose the system 
to failure."24 They are therefore "accidents waiting to happen" with 
the human operator "'set up' to fail" under these conditions.25 

However, systems in which humans operate generally do have 
"several layers of activity" and, importantly, defenses against the 
potential adverse consequences of error.26 In Reason's "swiss
cheese" depiction of systems, "each layer of activity has holes and 
solid areas-holes which represent active and latent failures within 
the system," and "solid areas which represent barriers against the 
occurrence of adverse events associated with error."27 When the 
failure holes line up, an error penetrates the entire system's layers 
and defenses, "resulting in an accident or adverse event.''28 "The 
error may penetrate all but the last barrier within the system; these 
situations, which happen much more frequently than total penetra
tion, are considered "near misses" and thankfully do not result in an 
adverse event.''29 However, these near misses provide important in
formation about the system, and other complex systems, such as 
aviation, collect and analyze these data for successful system 
improvement. 30 

Complex systems, such as health care delivery, due to the very 
characteristics that make them complex, have a high potential for 
failures and error.31 These characteristics include: high-level techni-

23 See Liang, Adverse Event, supra note 16, at 347. 

2< Id. 

25 See id.; see Leape, supra note 17, at 1854. 
26 Liang, Adverse Event, supra note 16, at 347; see REASON, supra note 18, at 207-09. 
27 

Liang, Adverse Event, supra note 16, at 347; see REASON, supra note 18, at 207-09 ("ln highly 
protected systems, the various layers of defense can only be breached by the adverse con
junction of several different causal factors. "). 

28 Liang, Adverse Event, supra note 16, at 347; see REAsoN, supra note 18, at 207-09. 
29 

See Liang, Adverse Event, supra note 16, at 347; Lucian L. Leape et a!., Promoting Patient 
Safety by Preventing Medical Error [editorial], 280 J. AM. MED. Ass'N. 1444, 1445 (1998) ("All 
complex systems contain such latent factors or failures, but only rarely do they combine to 
create the trajectory for an accident."). 

30 
Bryan A. Liang, Risks of Reporting Sentinel Events, 19(5) HEALTH AFFAIRS 112, 118 (2000) 
[hereinafter Liang, Risks of Reporting]; Bryan A. Liang, Comment: Other People's Money: A 
Reply to the Joint Commission, 33 J. HEALTH LAw 657, 660 (2000) [hereinafter Liang, Other 
People's Money]. 

31 
Bryan A. Liang, Error in Medicine: Legal Impediments to U.S. Reform, 24 J. HEALTH PoL., 
PoL'y & L. 27, 28 (1999) [hereinafter Liang, Error in Medicine]. 
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cal needs, the need for quick reaction times, twenty-four-hour-a
day, seven-day-a-week operations, long hours, and trade-offs be
tween service and safety.32 In fact, a school of applied psychology 
has emerged emphasizing study of human performance in real field 
operations and high fidelity simulation laboratories as opposed to 
sterile, highly controlled laboratory settings.33 Naturalistic Decision 
Making (NDM) practitioners note that complex performance in the 
real world is conditioned by the fact that there is a real risk to deci
sion makers working under time pressure to resolve dilemmas with 
limited, ambiguous data at their disposal, as is typical in actual sys
tem settings.34 Organizational, team dynamics and cultural factors 
come into play, in addition to open feedback loops that make deci
sion making more difficult.35 Remarkably, only a small fraction of 
errors actually lead to adverse events. 

Under these precepts, the reality is that one individual cannot 
solely be responsible for the outcome of the entire system.36 This 
latter point requires emphasis for legal and medical communities: 
using aviation as an example, the pilot is not the only person re
sponsible for getting passengers to the appropriate destination with
out injury.37 The pilot, the co-pilots, the stewards, the ground staff, 
the maintenance crew, the air traffic controllers-each and every 
one of these aviation system members contribute to the outcome, 
positive or negative. It is therefore not the last person who touches 
the controls or the last person who touches the patient that is solely 
responsible for the final outcome; it is the system that is the neces
sary and appropriate unit of analysis when the goal is leveraged, 
sustainable improvement.38 

32 [d. 

33 See, e.g., NATURALISTIC DECISION MAKING (EXPERTISE: RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS) (Caro

line E. Zsambok, Gary Klein, eds. 1997). 

34 See id. at 4-5 ("NDM is the way people use their experience to make decisions in field 
settings."). 

35 See id. at 4. 

36 See, e.g, H. Clayton Foushee & Robert L. Helrnreich, Group Interaction and Flight Crew Per
formance, in HUMAN FACTORS IN AviATION 192 (Earl L. Wiener & David C. Nagel, eds. 
1988); Daniel Maurino, et al., BEYOND AVIATION HUMAN FACTOR: SAFETY IN HIGH TECH

NOLOGY SYSTEMS 83 (1995); REASON, supra note 18. 

37 See Foushee & Helrnreich, supra, note 36, at 192. 

38 Liang, A System of Medical Error, supra note 7, at 64-65. See also Leape, supra note 17, at 
1854; Rebecca Voelker, 'Treat Systems, Not Errors,' Experts Say, 276 J. AM. MED. Ass'N. 1537, 

1538 (1996); Leape et al., supra note 29, at 1445. 
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Successful error reduction takes full advantage of the systems 
nature of error. There are a variety of appellations for such strate
gies, such as continuous quality improvement (CQI) and total qual
ity management (TQM); these systems approaches can be seen on a 
basic level to involve a continuous process with several integral 
stages, with the underlying goal of preventing errors and/ or their 
negative effects. The stages of in-process detection, process change/ 
design, and process reassessment loop continuously for each de
tected deviation and corrective action intervention39 (whether or not 
the action or decision resulted in an adverse event) . 

Work on the systems-based nature of error and successful 
methods to reduce it have also indicated that individually-oriented, 
"shame and blame" mechanisms will be ineffective in reducing the 
incidence and effects of error.40 Shame and blame of the individual, 
unfortunately the standard legal and medical perception as the best 
means of error reduction,41 is precisely incorrect and serves only to 
have error, failure, and system deviation information hidden.42 Fear 
of punishment simply does not promote error elimination nor does 
it maximize system performance; instead, cooperative, nonpunitive 
approaches that promote communications about system weaknesses 
and corrective action strategies are essential for error reduction and 
mitigation of its occurrence.43 

As part of the communication between system members to im
prove system performance, a first and fundamental step is for sys
tem members to report and communicate where, how, and why 
errors are occurring; one must know of the errors to allow system 
members to assess and identify interventions that can reduce them, 
filling the failure holes of the system.44 Without such transparency 

39 Two important illustrations of the success of this approach are the aviation and nuclear 

power industries; after instituting systems analysis and corrective action efforts, errors and 
accidents were significantly reduced while productivity substantially improved in both 

industries. See Liang, Other People's Money, supra note 30, at 28-30; Leape, supra note 17, at 
1855. 

40 See, e.g., REASON, supra note 18, at 199; Leape, supra note 17, at 1852; Leape et al., supra note 
29, at 1445. 

41 L. 
~ang, Themes for a System, supra note 13, at 93; see Liang, Error Disclosure, supra note 13; 

Ltang, A System of Error, supra note 7, at 64, 65; Liang, Perils of Law, supra note 8, at 11. 
42 

Leape, supra note 17, at 1852. 
43 

See J. Duncan Moore, JCAHO Urges 'Do Tell' in Sentinel Event Fight: Aviation's Lesson
Learn From Experience, Moo. HEALTHCARE, Mar. 2, 1998, at 60 (quoting Lucian Leape). 

44 See Lian E · M d.· . g, rror zn e zczne, supra note 31, at 39; D.A. Lucas, Organizational Aspects of Near 
Mzss Reporting, NEAR MISS REPORTING AS A SAFETY TooL 134 (T.W. van der Schaaf, et al., 
eds. 1991). 
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and multiple levels of communication and feedback, unaddressed 
failure pathways remain within the system, insidiously increasing 
the potential for future adverse events. 

II. UNSAFE CoMMUNICATIONs: PRoVIDER SAFETY 

DISCUSSION EFFORTS 

A. Background 

As noted above, to reduce errors and injury in the health care 
system, communications and discussion about error is fundamental 
to improving quality of care. Using the presence of reported errors 
to localize and analyze system function and to design corrective ac
tion to prevent and/ or minimize the effects of error can thus lead to 
significant improvement in health care delivery. 

However, much of the information pertaining to undesirable 
deviations in care-particularly error that results in injury-is 
highly sensitive. If error information reported, analyzed, and used 
for corrective system action can be used and accessed for other pur
poses-such as supporting lawsuits-there will be a severe chilling 
effect on these activities. Unfortunately, it appears that this is the 
case under extant legal rules, particularly in the conflict between 
state and federal courts. 

B. General Discovery Issues: The JCAHO SEP as an Example 

An effort to promote error reporting and analysis in health 
care is the JCAHO sentinel event policy (SEP).45 The SEP serves as 
an important illustration of how general discovery rules may pre
clude and disincentivize organizational efforts to share and commu
nicate specifics regarding medical errors and patient safety. 

In the SEP, a sentinel event is defined as "an unexpected occur
rence involving death or severe physical or psychological injury, or 
the risk thereof," including unanticipated death or major loss of 
function unrelated to the patient's condition, patient suicide, 
wrong-sided surgery, infant abduction/ discharge to the wrong fam-

45 There have been significant efforts resisting the sentinel event policy due to legal concerns 
of discovery of this sensitive information. See, e.g., Liang, Risks of Reporting, supra note 30, 
at 113; Bryan A. Liang & Kristopher Storti, Creating Problems as Part of the "Solution" : The 
JCAHO Sentinel Event Policy, Legal Issues, and Patient Safety, 33 J. HEALTH LAw 263, 267-69 
(2000) [hereinafter Liang & Storti). 
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ily, rape, and hemolytic transfusion reactions.46 In contrast to other 
error reporting systems such as the Aviation Safety Reporting Sys
tem (ASRS),47 SEP excludes "near miss" reporting.48 Mandated re
view of organizational responses to sentinel events is integral to 
JCAHO accreditation,49 and SEP activities are required if an event is 
discovered by JCAHO. 

Under the SEP, once the sentinel event has occurred, the entity 
must perform a "root cause analysis" (RCA).50 The RCA is a de
tailed systems analysis reviewing the characteristics and perform
ance that led to the sentinel event. A corrective "action plan" 
responsive to the identified areas of system weakness must be cre
ated. These documents must be submitted to JCAHO within forty
five days of the actual event or of the organization learning of the 
event.51 If, however, the organization does not report the event, and 
JCAHO discovers it through other means, the entity will be con
tacted and must submit documents under the same forty-five day 
schedule.52 

As may be apparent, providers' primary concern regarding the 
SEP and other safety activities is the potential for legal discovery of 

46 Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, Sentinel Event Policy and 
Procedures, revised July 2002. available at http: / / www.jcaho.org / accred
ited+organizations / health©are-etwork/ sentinelvents / se_pp.htm (last modified July 13, 
2003). 

47 Moore, supra note 43, at 60; Michael Dornheim, ASRS Fights to Curb Dangerous Trends, 
145(19) AVIATION WEEK & SPACE TECHN. 17 (1996); Liang, Risks of Reporting, supra note 30, 
at 113. 

48 Jerod M. Loeb, et a!., Sentinel events and root-cause analysis: A Workshop By The Joint Commis
sion, PROCEEDINGS oF ENHANCING PATIENT SAFETY AND REDUCING ERRoRS IN H EALTH CARE, 
Nov. 8-10, 1998 (available from National Patient Safety Foundation, Chicago IL). Such a 
strategy will also lose information; there are significant benefits associated with analyzing 
near miss events, including the limited legal exposure associated with such analysis for 
providers as well as the recognition that studying system successes in averting adverse 
events is much more fruitful for system function. Anecdotally, health care organizations 
responding to the JCAHO initiative have been voluntarily extending their activities to in
clude selected near miss events for sentinel event analysis for internal learning notwith
standing the lack of a mandate for JCAHO submission in this category. See, e.g., Liang, 
Risks of Reporting, supra note 30 at 113; and Paul Barach & Stephen D. Small, How the NHS 
Can Improve Safety and Learning: By Learning Free Lessons From Near Misses, 320 BRIT. MED. J. 
1683 (2000). 

49 Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organization, supra note 46. 

50 Liang & Storti, supra note 45, at 265. 

5t Id. 

52 Id. 
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the communications and information created thereunder.53 And 
this concern is not unfounded. 

Legal discovery is, of course, a powerful method to obtain evi
dence from those who have it.54 Discovery is also powerful because 
of the broad scope of evidence it mandates a party to produce. The 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and similar state statutes modeled 
therefrom, indicate that during discovery, parties have the right to 
obtain information regarding any matter that is relevant and not 
protected by a specific evidentiary privilege. 55 Such accessible infor
mation includes evidence not admissible at trial if the information 
appears "reasonably calculated" to lead to the discovery of admissi
ble information56-a low standard indeed. 

For providers, in the medical error and lawsuit context, a set of 
documents reporting the error, describing the facts surrounding the 
error, analyzing the type of patient and circumstances relating to the 
error, investigating what caused the error, and detailing corrective 
action plans in response to the error analysis, is clearly relevant to 
the subject matter of that particular case and thus would seem quite 
likely to be discoverable. Further, this information would be dis
coverable because it can also lead to discoverable information (such 
as incident reports and patient charts/records that are similar to the 

53 These fears have been so prevalent that the American Hospital Association (AHA), which 
occupies seven seats on JCAHO's board, sent an advisory warning to member hospitals 
informing them of the potential discovery and liability exigencies that reporting could 
create. See J. Duncan Moore, JCAHO Revises Self-Reporting Policy, 28 Moo. HEALTHCARE 20 
(1998); J. Duncan Moore, Malpractice Insurance: JCAHO Pushes Bill to Protect Hospitals that 
Report Errors, 28, Moo. HEALTHCARE 15, Apr. 1998, at 12; See also Liang & Storti, supra note 
45, at 267-68; Thomas Wilder, Hospitals Fear JCAHO's Sentinel Event Policy Could Create 
Added Legal Exposure, 7 BNA HEALTH LAw REP. 261 (1998). 

JCAHO's continuously attempted to reassure hospitals that it is safe to report. See, 
e.g., Harold J. Bressler, Sentinel events and the JCAHO: The genesis of patient safety, PROCEED
INGS OF ADDRESSING THE MEDICAL, LEGAL AND ETHICAL DILEMMAS IN MODERN HEALTH
CARE, 39TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF LEGAL MEDICINE, March 
11-13, 1999 (available from American College of Legal Medicine, Milwaukee WI). See also 
Harold J. Bressler, The Sentinel Event Policy: A Response by the Joint Commission, 33 J. 
HEALTH LAW 519,520,526-27 (2000) (Mr. Bressler is General Counsel of the JCAHO). Nev
ertheless, the AHA's warning is entirely appropriate. Recently, SEP information was held 
to be discoverable in a patient injury suit. See Bryan A. Liang, The Effectiveness of Physician 
Risk Management: Potential Problems for Patient Safety, 5 RrsK DECISION AND PoLICY 183-202 
(2000). P.R. Risch, et al., Role of Previous Claims and Specialty on the Effectiveness of Risk
Management Education for Office-Based Physicians, 163 WESTERN J. OF MED. 346, 346-50 
(1999). A response to Mr. Bressler's article is in Liang, Other People's Money, supra note 30. 

54 See JosEPH W. GLANNON, CIVIL PRocEDURE, EXAMPLES AND EXPLANATIONS, 4th ed. 302-22 
(2002). 

55 See FED. R. Crv. P. 26(b). 

56 See FED. R. CIV. P. 26(b)(1). 
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profile given in the RCA). Thus, by engaging proactively in error 
reporting, investigation, discussion, and analysis, a provider could 
be effectively creating the equivalent of a signed admission of liabil
ity due to the highly sensitive nature of these documents, the dis
coverability of these documents in a legal proceeding if not 
protected, and the hindsight and potential plaintiff bias of juries 
(and providers) when assessing injury.57 The existing patchwork 
quilt of state statutes and case law only further serves to hamper 
discussion and learning, tools that are necessary to investigate sys
tems to improve safety. 

C. PRIQA Privilege: Hope for Safe[ty] Communications? 

However, all may not be lost. At the present time, under state 
statute, peer review I quality assurance (PR/ QA) committee pro
ceedings have potential immunity from legal discovery (i.e., the 
PR/QA privilege).58 Thus, state PR/QA privilege may assuage the 
problem of discovery of error reports and safety information and 
hence encourage provider participation in error reporting and 
safety discussions and activities if these materials are protected and 
confidential. 59 

The importance of a protected forum to discuss quality issues 
cannot be understated. Effective PR/QA activities require confiden
tiality to promote candor.60 Indeed, as one court put it, 

57 See Bryan A. Liang & David J. Cullen, The Legal System and Patient Safety: Charting a Diver
gent Course, 91 ANESTHESIOLOGY 609-611 (1999); Bryan A. Liang, Assessing Medical Malprac
tice Jury Verdicts: A Case Study of an Anesthesiology Department, 7 CoRNELL J.L. & PUB. PoL'Y 
121, 123 (1997); Kim A. Kamin & Jeffrey J. Rachlinski, Ex Post ? Ex Ante: Determining Liabil
ity in Hindsight, 19 LAw & HUM. BEHAV. 89, 90-92 (1995); Susan J. LaBine & Gary LaBine, 
Determinations of Negligence and the Hindsight Bias, 20 LAw & HUM. BEHAV. 501, 502, 504 
(1996); Bryan A. Liang, Layperson and Physician Perceptions of the Malpractice System: Implica
tions for Patient Safety, 57 Soc. SCI. & MED. 147, 150-51 (2003). 

58 Barry Cepelewicz et al., Recent Developments in Medicine and Law, 33 ToRT & INs. L.J. 583, 
588 (1998). 

59 Id. 
60 See, e.g., Weekoty v. United States, 30 F. Supp.2d 1343, 1346 (D.N.M. 1998) (noting physi

cians would not be as candid in quality discussions if peer review information open to 
discovery, with concomitant negative effects on medical care); IOM REPORT, supra note 2, 
at 111-112 ("Congress should pass legislation to extend peer review protections to data 
related to patient safety and quality improvement that are collected and analyzed by 
health care organizations for internal use or shared with others solely for purposes of 
improving safety and quality."). It has been noted that: 

Despite differing views on approaches to improving quality [of] care, quality ex
perts almost universally agree that an important predicate to quality improve
ment is for providers themselves to identify medical errors and other quality 
problems through data analysis and the generation of self-critical quality of care 
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"[c]onfidentiality is essential to the effective functioning of these 
[PR/QA] staff meetings; and these meetings are essential to the con
tinued improvement in the care and treatment of patients."61 Fur-

ther, a recent commentator has added, 

information. Once deficient care is identified and analyzed, systemic solutions 
can be developed to prevent recurrence of such quality problems in the future. 
Quality experts assert that in order for this self-criticism to occur in a way that 
will actually improve the quality of care, health care providers must be en
couraged to identify quality problems and implement corrective actions without 
fear of litigation or government enforcement related to those problems. 

Yet, existing law inhibits the very types of quality improvement activities 
promoted by quality experts. Specifically, existing law does not adequately pro
tect the confidentiality of self-critical quality improvement information from dis
closure to non-governmental third parties. As a result, while quality experts are 
calling for providers to generate and report information on potential quality 
problems in an effort to improve the quality of patient care, providers are being 
subject to an unprecedented number of malpractice claims and government en
forcement actions, that often rely on the same quality of care information gener-

ated by providers for quality improvement. 
Jason M. Healy et al., Confidentiality of Health Care Provider Quality of Care Information, 40 
BRANDEIS L.J. 595, 596-597 (2002) (citations omitted). They also note that: 

without adequate confidentiality protections, there is a disincentive for health 
care providers to conduct self-critical quality reviews for fear of increased litiga
tion costs and a resulting increase in malpractice insurance premiums. This cre
ates a "chilling effect" on provider quality improvement initiatives as the health 
care provider's limited financial and human resources are diverted away from 
quality improvement initiatives and toward litigation defense. The inevitable re
sult is limited improvement, and perhaps a decrease, in the quality of care pa-

tients receive. 
Id. at 600 (citations omitted). Thus, "[r]ecent developments in [the areas of malpractice, 
fraud and abuse litigation] have created a punitive environment for health care providers 
who attempt to conduct thorough internal quality of care reviews.'' Id. at 616. 

61 Bredice v. Doctor's Hosp., Inc., 50 F.R.D. 249, 250-51 (D.D.C. 1970), affd mem., 479 F.2d 920 
(D.C. Cir. 1973). Note that this case actually held that there was a federal self-evaluative 
privilege akin to peer review I quality assurance privilege; however, this holding has not 
been broadly accepted. See, e.g., Liang & Storti, supra note 45, at 272-75; George E. Newton 
II, Maintaining the Balance: Reconciling the Social and Judicial Costs of Medical Peer Review 
Protection, 52 ALA. L. REv. 723, 723-27 (2001) (peer review assessing provider training, 
competence, and licenses an essential part of credentialing process and statutes protecting 
participants critical in encouraging participation); and Katheryn Ehler-Lejcher, The Expan
sion of Corporate Compliance: Guidance for Health Care Entities, 25 WM. MrrcHELL L. REv. 
1339, 1388 (1999) (noting limited application of federal self-evaluative privilege) . Unfortu
nately, no federal courts or federal agencies have accepted the self-evaluative privilege. 
Id . Indeed, the privilege is generally inapplicable when the United States is the named 
plaintiff. See, e.g., United States v. Dexter Corp., 132 F.R.D. 8, 8-10 (D. Conn. 1980); and 

FTC v. TRW, Inc., 628 F.2d 207, 208, 210-11 (D.C.Cir. 1990). 
It should be emphasized that 'doctors' reluctance to participate in peer review 
without protection from liability [for statements and action therein] compelled 
fifty states and Congress to enact peer-review privilege legislation in order to 
have effective peer review . . . . While physicians ideally feel an ethical duty to 
keep the standard of health high, they are reluctant to police other members of 
their profession without protections peer-review privileges provide. 
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[c]le~rly, public access to a health . , .. 
care mformat~on inhibits effective fro.vider s self-cn~cal quality of 
of care practices Wheth 1' eview and correction of quality 
t 

. · er qua 1ty of c · f . am~d by the provider or disci d are m ormation is main-
thonty to regulate o ose to government entities with au-
'nf . r oversee compl' ... 
I ormation must be protected f thi d Ian~e activities, that rom r parties. 62 

However upon d · ' eeper mspection 1· 
lege may be fraught with risk B d. '. re lance on PR/QA privi-
great .concern. Specifically, the ~~~. J~nsprudential holdings are of 
all evidentiary privileges should b preme Court has noted that 
suit, although sometimes t e construed narrowly.63 As are-
records has been admitt d . pro ~cted: a broad array of PR/QA 
Of 

. e m achons mvol · d' 
duect interest here is that such b :mg me leal providers.64 

quality-related documents . I d'road disc?very has extended to 
tion.6s These holdings w 'ld ~c u Ing provider-specific informa
reporting when litigation ~~uld ~ve a strong tendency to chill such 

e supported by these data, 66 partie-

Katherine T. Stukes, The Medical Peer R . . . 
62 1873 (2002) (footnotes omitted). evzew Pnvzlege after Virmani, 80 N.C. L. REv. 1860, 

Healy et al., supra note 60, at 621-23. 
63 Trammel v U ·t d S . ru e tates, 445 U.S. 40, 50-52 (1980). 

64 Fo~ e~ample, broad requests for quality assur . . 
obJection based on the peer rev· . ance information have been admitted over an 
D 1ew rmmunity In S . arnold, 939 S.W 2d 66 69 70 (M · tate of Missouri ex rei D' . · ' - o. App 1997) . ' · rxon v. 
a hospital and several physicians. The . a . ' a pahent br~ught a medical action against 
laundry list of documents including p tient requested discovery of an extremely long 

quality assurance/ quality management flow she . . . 
ten documentation by the inf ti' et[s] . .. , infechon data ... ; writ-
(Q

A) ec on control nurse . [ ] . · · . abstract forms til' d · · ., any qual1ty assessment 
. . . u 12e by the li 

management [QM] department . [ ] qua ty assessment and/ or quality 
and/ or QM abstract for or work .sh:et: ny. trend s~eet prepared from any QA 
ated to or from the infection c tr I ... , transrrutted sheets or memos gener-

. on o nurse or inf ti 
wntten minutes from an lnfe t. C ec on control department . . cIOn ontrol Co 'tt ... , 
rruttal written to the Infection Control C . IDm1 ee meeting . .. ; [a]ny trans-
written to the Risk Management D oordmator or nurse ... ; [a]ny transmittal 

epartment from 
partment ... ; [t]he 1994 Semi A 1 R any member of the QA de 
[defendant] Drs. Wakeman ~ n;;ua epo~ts of the nosocomial infection rates o; 
trol Coordinator. ' er er and Gibson compiled by the Infection Con-

Thi s ext~nsive discovery request was resisted b 
peer review; however, the appellate court dis: the defend~ts on the basis of protected 
that the defendants produce the plaintiff- greed, ordermg the trial court to require 

65 See id. at 70. requested documents. Id. at 71. 

66 Even one . -event may trigger such a chillin 
commentators: g effect. For example as noted b h In ' y ot er 

many cases, a single incident such as . , 
a complaint against a nursing h' Tha resi~ent s fall, will lead to the filing of 

orne. e resrd t' covery phase of the l'ti' ti' en s attorney then uses the d' -
. 1 ga on to request th . IS 

staffing reports, budgets and . 'd e nursmg home's records, such as 
. ' mci ent reports that ~smg these documents to create th report all adverse events. By 

mcident can turn into an indi tm e appearanc~ of a pattern of neglect, a single 
c ent of the entire nursing home. 
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ularly in the context of the low "reasonably calculated" standard for 
allowable document discovery.67 

Further, exacerbating the risk of discovery, in 1993, the Su
preme Court approved and promulgated automatic disclosure re
quirements. Under these rules, at the beginning of the case and 
without a formal request from the opposing party, each must pro
duce "a copy of, or a description by category and location of, all 
documents, data compilations, and tangible things in the posses
sion, custody or control of the party that are relevant to disputed 
facts alleged with particularity in the pleadings."68 Thus, in the 
health care context, because error reports, SEP documents, and re
lated safety materials would likely be deemed as "relevant docu
ments" in a patient injury suit, it may not even be necessary for the 
opposing party to request production of these documents since they 
fall within the automatic disclosure requirements. Hence, state PR/ 
QA privilege alone may be significantly deficient in protecting error 
and safety communications and information, and indeed there may 
be a legal obligation to provide this information without request. 

Beyond the potential for limited protection of error and safety 
discussions and information under the PR/ QA privilege, it should 
be noted that, as state law, these privileges are quite varied across 
jurisdictions.69 Some statutes may protect little to none of the infor-

Healy et al., supra note 60, at 618. See also Bryan A. Liang et al., Which Syringe Did I Use? 
Anesthesiologist Confusion and Potential Liability for a Medical Error, 14 J. CuN. ANESTHESIA 
371, 374 (2002) (describing case where disclosure of an error easily hidden resulted in a 
protracted lawsuit). 

67 Recall, even lack of document admissibility in the ultimate adjudication does not support 
any document privilege exclusion. The court may still order production of the documents 
as "[i]t is not grounds for objection that the information may be inadmissible at trial, if the 
information sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence." Missouri, ex rei. Dixon v. Darnold, 939 S.W.2d 66, 70 (Mo. App. 1997). 

68 See FED. R. C!v. P. 26(a)(l)(B). 

69 See Elise Brennan, Peer Review Confidentiality, 1999 AMERICAN HEALTH LAWYERS AssociA
TION ANNUAL MEETING. In a related matter, staff privilege application documents are also 
discoverable. For example, in Harper v. Cadenhead, 926 S.W.2d 588, 588 (Tex. App. 1995), 
the plaintiffs in a medical malpractice action requested discovery from a hospital of "[a]ll 
documents (including applications, inquiries and recommendations) concerning the 
credentialing committee's consideration of [defendant physician's] being given staff privi
leges" at the hospital. Id. The hospital refused, claiming that the peer review privilege 
rendered these documents undiscoverable. Id. However, the appellate court rejected this 
argument, indicating that because these documents are kept within the regular course of 
the hospital 's business, the credentialing committee was not acting as a peer review com
mittee, and since the committee was only assessing whether the physician is qualified to 
practice at the hospital, the peer information was not immune from discovery and was 
thus discoverable by plaintiffs. Id. 
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mation required for error detection and anal sis 
utes appear to provide such docu .Y ' while some stat-
Overall, although there may b r n:e~s With ~orne protection.70 
privilege alone may not pr t ; IIDI.t~ protectiOn, state PR/ QA 
being used for unintended l~t:c .sensitive safety information from 

1 Igation support.71 

70 This variation problem becomes magnified b the la . 
utes as they apply to safety materials H y c_k ~f case law mterpreting state stat-
s L. · owever, prelimm 1 ee Iang, A System oif Medical E ary resu ts are not encouragm· g· 
1 rror, supra note 7 at 25 In d . . , 

p ans and memoranda in nursm· g h h ' n . . a dition, corrective action s omes ave not be t d 
ee, e.g., Hale v. Odd Fellow & Rebekah H alth C e~ ~ro ecte by PR!QA privilege. 

Ct. 2001). These holdings are of g t e ~re Facility, 728 N.Y.S.2d 649 (N.Y. Sup 
f rea concern smce th b . · 
ormed was for quality improvem t ' e very asis of the activities per-

1 · en purposes· by allo · f d" 
owmg for quality information to b d . ' wmg or Iscovery, and thus al-

e use agamst the t "lity ch . severely discouraged. aCI ' su quality activities will be 

71 Other weaknesses attend state PR/QA . il 1 . 
least some information generated by a p~~I;;ge aw_s. Despite most states protecting at 
to extend the privilege to informati·on bt . blcofrmmittee, these statutes generally decline 
R o ama e om an " · · 1 Ev. STAT. ANN. § 624-25.5(b) (Michie 1997)· 745 ILL ongma source." See, e.g., HAw. 
LA. REv. STAT. ANN.§ 13:3715.3 (West 199 '. T . CoMP. STAT. ANN. 55/4 (West 1998); 
CoDE ANN. § 32-505(b) (1997)· F S 7), ENN. CoDE ANN. § 63-6-219(e) (1997)· DC 

, LA. TAT. ANN § 766101(5) ( I • • 

§ 147.135(2) (West 1997)· MAss G L . · West 1997); IowA CoDE ANN 
I • EN. AWSANN c Ill § . 

STAT. § 537.035(4) (West 1997) p . · H. ' 204(b) (West 1997)· Mo ANN 
· ossesswn of the inf · ' · · 

therefore does not create immunity f th inf . ormatwn by the relevan t committee 
Alth . or e ormation its lf Thi . h " 

ough m theory, facts and analysis are distin . _e . . s Is Ighly problematic. 
result in a distorted picture of th . gUishable, m practice, the use of either can 

. e Circumstance so de "b d d 
quality of care review reports may g th . sen e an analyzed. But "[b ]ecause 

. a er mto one comp h · d 
most egreg~ous quality problems t th . re ensive ocument many of the 

a e provider's t il " ti th 
could be quite damaging to the provider if disclose ac I es, e facts U: the report alone 
out the analysis, these facts can lose th . d to pr~secutors or third parties. With-

. err context, allowmg f . d . 
support unlikely conclusions" He 1 t 1 or vane mterpretations to 

. a y e a ., supra note 60, at 630. 
H~nce, merely presenting materials to the . . 

the matenals legal protection fro d" peer review COmmittee will not afford 
. m Iscovery Furth · 

~rotechve statutes, these statutes generall d. e~, even In ~e states with the highly 
information, including incident reports y o not shield what IS deemed administrative 

f . , occurrence reports . 
course o busmess. See e g H RE ' or reports made m the normal 
CODE ANN. § 63-6-219(e),(l997') AinfW. v .. STAT. ANN. § 624-25.5(b) (Michie 1997) TENN 
. · ormation that ha b h ld . · ' · 

Cident] reports .. . completed by the staff erson _s een ~ discoverable include: "[in-
Cochran v. St. Paul Fire and M . In Cp (s) mvolved m or observing the incident" 

arme s. o., 909 F S 6 ' 
cedent reports memorializin b f . upp. 41, 644 (W.D. Ark. 1995)· "ante-
b. g are acts · .. collected fr · · ' 

Ia/ HCA Healthcare Corp. v. Daily 936 p 2d om percipient witnesses," Colum-
provided to a [peer review/quali"ty ' . ] 844, 850 (Nev. 1997); "information or data 

. , assurance committ 11 review, Trinity Med. Ctr v H 1 5 ee or co ected for the committee's 
ti . . · · 0 urn, 44 N.W.2d 148 157 (N D 199 ) " . 

ve informatwn despite the fact that th d ' . . 6 ; routme accumula-
[ . ese ocuments may e tu ll peer review /quality assurance] . ven a y serve as evidence in 

. COmmittee delibe ti " M 
Ramirez, 855 S.W.2d 195 198 (T C . ra ons, cAllen Methodist Hosp. v 
7 ' ex. - orpus Christi 1993) ( · · · 
51 S.W.2d 493, 496 (Tex. 1988)) · "inf . . . ' Citmg Barnes v. Whittington 

, H ' ormation ongmat[ing] t .d h ' 
cess, umana Hosp. Desert Vall Ed " ou SI e t e peer review pro-
"personnel, administrative and othey vh. I~onl, 742 P.2d 1382, 1385 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1987)· 
t . ' er osp1ta records hich d . ' 
o proceedmgs [before medical investi ti . . .. w o not contam reference 

67, 71 (Cal. Ct. App. 1977)· "th f£ ga fv[e comm,~tees, J" Schulz v. Stavig., 136 Cal.Rptr. 
And I e e Iect 0 peer review/ rty 

erson v . Breda, 700 P.2d 737, 741 (W h . "" q~a I. assurance] proceedings," 
as . 1985), mvestigatwn [reports] . . . by hospital 
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Hos 519 N.E.2d 504, 509 (Ill. Ct. App. 1~88}; "in
administration," Marsh v. Lake Forest the ~;s ital] Board or its agents as part of Its mves-
vestigation [documents] ge~erated by 'd [] , :dams v . St. Francis Regional Med. Ctr., 955 
ti ation of a complaint [agamst a provi er ~ ossession of and information known to 
p ~d 1169 1183 (Kan. 1998); "[d]ocuments m the ph d Mem. Hosp., 347 S.E.2d 824, 830 
t~e hospi~al ' s board and [CEO]," Sh~lton v. Mo~e e:ecords . .. available from another 

. t · d m peer review *
2 

"d u (N.C. 1986); "information con arne 1993 WL 209542 (E.D. Pa. 1993), at ; oc -
source," Garber v . A~ington ~em. ~:::e of the hospital 's medical business, or forth~ 

t[sl created m the ordmary . ti lli'ability risk or for later correc men · · · . . to weigh poten a ' 
8

) 
purpose of rendering legal oprmons, 

0~ Cty. Hosp., 698 N .E.2d 641, 649 (Ill. App. 19~ · 
tive action." Chicago Trust Co. v. Coo e re orts is very discouraging for pahent 

Discoverability of incident and _occurrenc lthp Corp. v. Eighth Judicial District 
. C 1 bia/ HCA Hea care d f 

safety efforts. For example, m o urn arents of a child who died after being treat~ . or 
C t 936 P.2d 844, 846 (Nev. 1997), the p . . . t the hospital and physiCians our , . al 1 achce action agams chn . d cyst filed a medic rna pr . f "[a]ny incident report an ara m 1 . tiffs requested discovery o 
involved in the care. The parents-p ~m [ d] [t]ranscriptions of oral statements ab?~t 
arising out of the treatment of [the ~d]l.. . anl ee or from any physician with staff pnvi-

b t any Hospita emp 0 Y 
or written statem~nts a ou . care of [the child]." Id. at 846. . 
leges at Hospital mvolved m the th rts were protected from discovery 

. al 1 . ed that ese repo . d ' tin 
The defendant hospit c arm th t reJ·ected this argument, m Ica g 

. . il e However, e cour . th h ital under the peer review pnv eg . . d ' course of business, I.e., e osp 
ed m the or mary th · il e that since the reports were prepar b fil d it was not protected by e pnv eg ' 

required incident and occurrence reports dt~'toe im e r~ve ' the quality of care given'" at t~e 
even though these reports were prepare n1 f p al proceedings by peer review commit-

Th t noted that o Y orm · ' · petus hospital. Id. at 848. e c~ur ted without the peer review committee s rm ' 
tees not documents subrrutted or genera 1 thi result bodes poorly for error research ef-

' . . Id t 849 Unfortunate y, s · 1 the type of were pnvileged. . a . nted b incident reports are precise y 
forts because reports of error as re~resed b nd systemic patient safety efforts. Treatment 
information that is required to begm anl u_ll VI'de little impetus for providers to en-

d ' verab e Wl pro of incident reports at law as lSCO 

gage in this reporting. . ror reports and / or analysis as an occur-
Thus if a court, in fact, does recogruze er f b . ess (which is likely considering 

' . th mal course o usm t 
renee report or a report made m e north . ti s mandate the creation of these doc~~en s 

that, for example, JCAH<? an~ sta:~:~) i~:~ ;enerally not protected by PR/ QA pnvil~g~. 
under accreditation and licensmg ' h 'ders attempt to invoke another pnVl-

This result may also be obtained w enlpr?viState of West Virginia, ex rel., United 
· il e For examp e, m b ht 

lege: the attorney-client pnv eg . E 2d 199 (W.Va. 1997), a deceased patient ro~g a 
Hospital Center, Inc. v. Bedell, 484 S . .. 1 ency room. The patient had fallen m the 
personal injury action against a h~spita e~e~e incident report that described the event. 
emergency room and requested discovelry ~ ort arguing that the incident report was 
Id t 204. The hospital refused to supp y e ~ep ' b ·ued to the hospital ' s general 

. a . il because It was su rru . . 
'thin the attorney-client pnv ege d t 209 First the court noted that mCl-WI · d ' greed I a · ' · 

1 Id at 205. The court agam Isa . . d . the hospital stay of a patient, 
counse . . . . "[ ]n event that occurs urmg h ] the 
dent reports were filed m . a y . . an accident or mistake) ... [and t a: 

. 'tor or volunteer which IS non-routine (I.e., . d·Vl·duals [Reporting] is designed 
VISI . t t lace blame on m 1 . 04 
Purpose of incident reporting IS no o P . t . providing a safe environment." Id. at 2 . 

-d d and to assiS m d ' th 
to enhance the care provi e 'fi atient safety use notwithstan mg, e 

This recognition of the document's s~e~: c ~ The court noted that the attorney-
t held that the information was not pnvl egeh . . ileges The court then held that cour trued like ot er pnv · Client privilege is to be narrowly cons d . e the hospital neither showed that the 

. ot protecte smc t -the incident reports at Issue were n . 1' eral counsel believed that an at orney 
ho filed the report with the hosplta s gen al d . from the general counsel. 

nurse w . d h nurse Seek leg a VICe . . th t 
client privilege existed, nor di t e f af ty reporting issues, the court mdlcated a 
Th . this case of direct assessment o s e us,m 
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D. PRIQA Privilege: State-Federal Interface 

To add insult to injury against those interested in promoting 
error reports and patient safety communications and discussions, 
the PRjQA privilege has a significant and gaping weakness: its au
thority is derived from state law.72 Here is where the federal-state 
interaction creates highly undesirable results for the privilege and 
any ability to keep safety information protected. 

Causes of action involving federal law heard in a federal court 
will generally not be subject to state law privileges. Only if the fed
eral court elects to adopt state law privileges will any such privilege 
apply to the case.73 However, as a general matter in relation to PRj 
QA privilege, in strictly federal causes of action, federal courts have 
virtually always refused to adopt state law PRjQA privilege due to 
the Supreme Court jurisprudence that strongly disfavors discovery 
limitations through peer review privilege.74 

But beyond claims involving federal law alone, because state 
law claims such as patient injury suits may be pled with federal 
claims, the federal court may exercise pendent jurisdiction over 
them.

75 
Yet, in that case, the federal privilege approach will then 

generally apply to the state law claims in the proceeding-that is, 
no privilege at all. 76 Thus, beyond simple federal cause of action 
suits and rejection of PRj QA privilege, federal courts across the 
country have been amazingly consistent in holding that when at 
least one federal claim is extant, including antitrust law,77 the Amer-

the materials were discoverable by plaintiffs. Id. Again, this result would have a tendency 
to chill substantive participation in reporting medical error. 

72 Exacerbating the issue is that this is not a problem that can be settled by the interpretation 
or ruling of a single court. It bears emphasizing that every jurisdiction in every state can 
rule and interpret for itself how far the applicable state statute should go to protect error 
and safety documents, if at all, which will only increase the variation in law and uncer
tainty as to what will and will not be protected. 

73 FED. R. Evm. 501 . 

7
4 

Univ. of Penn. v. E.E.O.C., 493 U.S. 182 (1990); See also Liang, Risks of Reporting, supra note 30. 

75 28 U.S.C. § 1367; LeMasters v. Christ Hosp., 791 F. Supp. 188, 191 (S.D. Ohio 1991); Hansen 
v. Allen Mem. Hosp., 141 F.R.D. 115, 121 (S.D. Iowa 1992) (asserting that federal privilege 
law governs even pendent state claims). 

76 

Wm. T. Thompson Co. v. Gen. Nutrition Corp., 671 F.2d 100, 104 (3d Cir. 1982); Pagano v. 
Oroville Hosp., 145 F.R.D. 683, 687 (E.D. Cal. 1993). See also Liang, Risks of Reporting, supra 
note 30, at 114. 

77 
See, e.g., Teasdale v. Marin Gen. Hosp., 138 F.R.D. 691, 699 (N.D. Cal. 1991); Purgess v. 
Sharrock, 33 F.3d 134 (2d Cir. 1994); Pudlo v. Adamski, No. 91C 7474 1992 WL 27002, at 3 
(N.D. ill. Feb. 12, 1992); Sarthmore Radiation Oncology, Inc. v. Lapes, No. Civ. A 92-3055 
1992 WL 517722, at 3 (E.D. Pa. Dec. 1, 1993); See also Liang, Risks of Reporting, supra note 30. 
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. • . • 78 Title VII civil rights actions,79 the Fed-
icans with Disabihhes Act, . . . . t' n claims 81 gender 

1 · A t 80 racial discnm.ma 10 ' 
eral .T~rts . C mm~ 8~ , d the Emergency Medical Treatment and 
discnmination clmms, an PR/QA privilege is inapplicable and . L b r Act 83 the state . . .. 
Active a o : of PR/QA information.B4 Thus, JOinmg a 
cannot prevent discovery . . 't . volvm· g an adverse event ef-. tient mJury sui m 
federal claim to a pa PR/ QA privilege protection of safety 
fectively emascu~ates state . the same state in state court 
materials-even If the _same c~~ehmve held that the PR/QA privi-
without the federal claim wou a . 

. h same matenals. 
lege apphed tot ese very Q l't Improvement Act of 1986 

The federal Health Care. ua .I _Y The HCQIA provides for 
(HCQIA)85 further solidifies this po_sihon. . b t does not in-

. . . 'ty to participants m peer review, u . 86 
quahfied Immuru . d. y of peer review materzals. elude a privilege preventmg Iscover 

. 198 F R D 1 (D. Me. 2000); Robertson v. h ll S trum Medical Group, . . . 169 F R D 
78 See, e.g., Mars a v. pee (MD L 1996)· Johnson v. Nyack Hosp., ... c 169 F R D 80 · · a. ' 

Neuromedical enter, . : . Risks of Reporting, supra note 30. 
550 (S.D.N.Y. 1996). See also Liang, 385 (S D Iowa 1997)· Mem. Hosp. 

. H 971 F. Supp. · · ' 
79 See, e.g. , Holland v. Muscatme G:.c os[c;~1) See also Liang, Risks of Reporting, supra note v. Shadur, 664 F.2d 1058, 1061 (7 Ir. . 

30. R D 406 (W.D.N.Y. 1998). See also Liang, Risks of Reporting, so See, e.g., Syposs v. U.S., 179 F. . . 

supra note 30. 259 F.3d 284 (4th Cir. 2001); Johnson v. Nyack 
81 See, e.g. , Virmani v. Novant Health, Inc:, C d 121 F R.D. 180, 187 (E.D.N.Y. 1988). 

Hosp., 169 F.R.D. 550 (S.D.N.Y. 1996); Kmg v. on e, . 

See also Liang, Risks of Reporting, supra note 30. Ohi 1991) 

. 791 F. Supp. 188, 189 (S.D. 0 · 
82 See LeMasters v. Christ Hosp., 606 607 (N.D. Cal. 1998); see also 

R db d c mm Hosp. 187 F.R.D. , R . 
83 See e.g., Burrows v. e u o d Ch ' s But Case Raises Big Question on Peer evzew S~an Webster, Doctor Cleared of Mur er arge' d L. Risks of Reporting, supra note 30. 

. NA HEALTH LAW REP. 470 (1998); an lang, . . 
Immunzty, 7 B (7th c· 1981) (declining exphc

1
tly to recog-

dd 664 F 2d 1058 Ir. d 
84 See also Mem. Hosp. v. Sha ur, . . . . 259 F.3d at 292). Note also that other fe. -

nize peer review privilege) (quoted m VI~maru, . uality due to the potential for Its 
. . ti s and barners to rmprove q 

erallaws serve as dismcen ve 1 Cl . Act may do the same: 
. h vider The Fa se almS . 

use agamst t e pro . . th f d and abuse litigation agamst 
f fals l ims actions and o er rau th 

the ubiquity o e c a . d d. . ntive for providers to conduct or
health care providers has provide a Isfmce ti es because of the legitimate 

. f their quality o care prac c th 
ough internal reviews o . "ll be used against them in e 
fear that documents pertaining to those reVIews Wl 
courtroom. 

Healy et al., supra note 60, at 607. 

ss See 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 11101, 11111-11152 (2003). 237 Ga. App. 252 (Ct. App. 1999) 
N theast Ga Med. Ctr., Inc., d t 

86 Id .; but see Davenport v. or . . b rd because it did not provide a equa e 
(denying immunity to hos~i~al :eer re;~:u:av. Mem. Hosp. for McHenry ~ty., 536 
notice to terminated physiCian), S~cze immunit not applicable to CEO of hospital who 
N.E.2d 138 (Ill. App. 1989) (peer .reviewh sician :ecause physician contract required CEO 
made unilateral decision to tern:mate p y 
to consult with hospital govemmg body) . 
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Since PR/QA information will only be protected if federal law ex
pressly delineates some discovery limitation specifically noted by 
statute,

87 
it is clear that HCQIA does not extend any federally-based 

protection to any documents included or created in the PR!QA 
process. 

In addition, notwithstanding the level of protection an individ
ual state's PR/QA statute may provide, information may be ob
tained through the federal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). 88 
Federal regulation related to hospitals accredited by ]CAHO man
dates that the hospital permit the ]CAHO to release, both to the 
state and the federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
(CMS), a copy of the most current accreditation survey. Such infor
mation could include anything related to the survey, including error 
reports and safety information. Thus, allowing CMS access to this 
information is extremely problematic for disclosure of the informa-

87 

See, e.g. , Todd v. South Jersey Hosp. System, 152 F.R.D. 676 (D.N.J. 1993); see also Arm
strong v. Dwyer, 155 F.3d 211 (3d Cir. 1998). 

88 
See 5 U.S.C.A. § 552. Note other federal statutes may result in disclosure that may trump 
state PR/ QA privilege. A common scenario involves state survey's to determine if a facil
ity has met the Medicare program's conditions of participation: 

For example, within ninety days after a survey is completed by a state agency to 
determine a facility's compliance with the federal conditions of participation [for 
the Medicare program], the following items may be made publicly available at 
the local Social Security office or public health assistance office: the official Medi
care report of the survey; any statements of Medicare deficiencies that were con
veyed to the provider after the survey; any plans of correction; and other 
comments of the provider in response to the deficiencies cited. Official reports 
by the United States Department of Health and Human Services, Center for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services ("CMS") on provider performance may be ob
tained by any member of the public upon written request, although information 
identifying individuals, patients, physicians, and other practitioners is excluded. 
Medicare reports of provider audits may also be disclosed to the public and the 
press .... HHS . .. may publicly disclose . .. accreditation surveys and any 
related information to the extent it relates to an agency enforcement action. 

Healy et al., supra note 60, at 614-15 (footnotes omitted). Further, the aftermath of a fed
eral fraud and abuse investigation can result in a "corporate integrity agreement" or CIA. 
However, under a CIA, providers are generally mandated to conduct quality reviews, 
with little protection given for these reviews. See United States ex rei . McCarthy v. Straub 
Clinic and Hosp., 140 F. Supp.2d 1062 (D. Haw. 2001) . Providers are usually mandated to 
submit documents generated from those reviews to the federal government investigatory 
bodies (such as the DOJ and OIG). The implication of this is that "[w]ithout adequate legal 
protections for th[is] [quality of care] information at the federal level, the Straub case has 
allowed qui tam relators [pursuing cases against providers under the False Claims Act] to 
obtain quality of care documents through Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") requests 
or discovery for use against providers operating under a CIA. The inevitable result will be 
that those providers will conduct less thorough and effective quality of care reviews to 
avoid the litigation risks associated with accumulating and generating quality of care doc
umentation." Healy, et al., supra note 60, at 617-18. 
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FOIA CMS is authorized-indeed, man-
tion because, pursuant to : . di'rect response to a request 1 th information m . 
dated-to re ease e 'f ti lar state's PR/QA statute Is 
from the public. Thus, e~e~d I ~ p::v~; of protection, through the 
protective and a c~urt . o. ; m'ble that a plaintiff's attorney may 
FOIA-CMS mechanism, It Is~asl t'on 89 The state of the problem 
still obtain error and safety orma I . 

be described as follows: 
can . . ' . b ains a rovider's quality of care docu-

Whether a plamtiff s fum o t p h FOIA requests as a method 
ments during civil discov:~ or thr~~~ are accessible because of the 
of "fishing" for a case, su oc~ In this wa ' plaintiffs' firms 
lack of adequate legal pro:ectio~sdgments or ~ut-of-court settle
have been able to extra~t athrge JU 'ders' own self-critical quality ments from providers usmg e provi 

. 90 of care informatiOn. A 

0 ll due to the limited state-based protection for PR/Q d 
vera ' . . when combined with federal rules an 

error and safety discuss.I~ns, 1 . tives are created to avoid error court assessments, addihona mcen 
reporting and safety discussions. 

III. MEDIATION: GETTING THE PATIENT AND PROVIDER 

TALKING 

Mediation and A Partnership .of Patient and Provider A. 

hi b tween patient and pro
Part of the process of p:::r:af! r:quires that, as a compo-

vider to reduce errors and pro tn :! providers maintain an 
nent of mutual respect ~d pha: er~thlpp, atients and vice versa.91 

. · ative relations Ip WI d 
~~~a~~~t~ceffort includes disclosing errors to patients if an 

CAHO Sentinel Event Policy: Concerns and Alternatives, 26 
89 See Fay A. Rozovsky et al., The J . R. ks of Reporting supra note 30. Of course, 

HEALTH LAw DIGEST 3-10 (1998). See also Liang, zs also all~w for access to informa-
t t t FOIA statutes may 

beyond federal FOIA reques s, s a e t dates for healthcare provider report-. d b rted under sta e man 
tion that is requrre to e repo ting statutes. See 10M REPoRT, 

dverse event state repor . 
ing, including the dozen or so. a l h Cl ' ton Orders Task Force to Issue Report on Patzent 78. lso Publzc Hea t : m 

1 supra note 3, at , see a C DAILY REP Dec. 8 1999, at · 
BNA HEALTH ARE ., , 

Sa'ety, Previews New Measures, h ti are not costless to society. Insurance ~· 60 t 618-19 Sue ac ons . . 
90 Healy et al., supra note a . . tl with providers without losses havmg premi-b t · · proportions recen y, . il bl Id t access has een a cnsis ooo' · g insurance IS ava a e. · a 

o d th with losses 100-2 ro, assurnm · 
urns raised 30-70 Yo an ose . available to good faith providers attempting 619. Undoubtedly these resources will be un 

. atient care through safety efforts. . 
to rmprove p 'bili'ties in a true partnership, and h . f milies also have responsi 

91 Note that patients and t err. a . d discussing issues regarding the system 
these responsibilities should mclude rep~rtmg daninf t 'on Their role should be active, 

d' 1 hi tones an orma 1 · 
of delivery and their own me Ica s d implied by traditional medical 

th th the traditional passive role often espouse or 
ra er an . ote 13 

. d thi . t See Liang Error Dzsclosure, supra n . ethics an e CIS s. ' 
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when they occur and cause injury. 92 To facilitate this part of involv
ing the patient in the health delivery system, mediation should be 
an essential part of working with patients who are injured. 
Through mediation, valuable system information can be unearthed 
for corrective action. Such corrective action would be applicable to 
the facility and possibly to other organizational entities. Further, 
mediation provides critical social and emotional benefits for pa
tients unavailable-indeed, discouraged-through litigation. 

However, at present such efforts may not be possible or desira
ble. Federal-state issues may result in difficult determinations as to 
whether information purportedly confidential may or will be dis
closed, similar to PR!QA safety efforts. As such, again like PR/QA 
efforts in safety, mediation privilege may provide little if any pro
tection for sensitive information. Its potential disclosure may chill 
efforts to engage in open and fruitful discussions between providers 
and patients to promote safety. 

B. A Brief Primer on Mediation 

Mediation is a facilitative process whereby a neutral third 
party attempts to assist parties in a dispute to negotiate a mutually 
agreeable resolution. 93 One tremendous value of this process is the 
quality and quantity of information that may be available for a set
tlement effort, particularly with a skilled third party assisting, even 
when the information is only disclosed to the mediator.94 Thus, me
diation provides significant potential for promoting communica
tions and information exchange. 

Effective mediation requires trust between the parties and the 
mediator.

95 
Part of this trust relationship requires that information 

discussed during mediation remain confidential like PR/QA infor
mation; otherwise, there will be little if any incentive to be forthright 

92 

Errors that do not cause injury should still be disclosed to patients to obtain important 
insights as to system function. See Barach & Small, supra note 48; see also Liang, A System 
of Medical Error, supra note 7; and Liang, Risks of Reporting, supra note 30. 

93 

Bryan A. Liang, ADR in Health Care: An Overview of the ADR Landscape, HEALTH CARE 
DISPUTE RESOLUTION MANUAL 3:1-3:43 (2000) [hereinafter Liang, ADR in Health Care]. 

94 
Ellen E. Deason, Predictable Mediation Confidentiality in the U.S. Federal System, 17 Omo ST. 
J. DISPUTE REsoLUTION 239, 245 (2002) (stating "that a skilled neutral can enhance the qual
ity and quantity of information brought to bear in a settlement attempt."). 

95 

Indeed, part of the importance of mediation is to keep the mediator neutral. If the media
tor may be called to testify in court about the substantive aspects of the mediation, such 
testimony wiii of course tend to support one party or the other, and be seen as the 
"tiebreaker," which may compromise the perception of neutrality for future mediations. Id. at 246. 
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in communications and discussions.96 As noted in the context of at
torney-client privilege, the U.S. Supreme Court observed that: 

if the purpose of the attorney-client privilege is to be served, the 
attorney and client must be able to predict with some degree of 
certainty whether particular discussions will be pr~tected. An ~
certain privilege, or one which purports to b~ c:rtam but results m 
widely varying applications by the courts, IS httle better than no 
privilege at all.97 

Similarly, if the parties believe that the mediator or opposing 
party will disclose or be compelled to disclose statements made in 
mediation, there will be significant dampening of the communica
tion necessary to promote useful information flow.98 

Indeed, since mediation often occurs with parties who are ad-
versaries, confidentiality assumes an even greater importance to 
promote effective communications: "[w]ithout such protection, par
ties will rationally anticipate that their statements in mediation will 
be turned against them by the opposing party if there are subse
quent legal proceedings."99 Parties in a mediation will often reveal 
personal and business secrets, disclose and discuss sensitive feelings 
about others, and make legal and factual admissions; as such, with
out the protection of confidentiality, "a participant's candor in me
diation might be rewarded by a discovery request, the revelation of 
mediation information at trial, or worse."100 

In the mediation process, the neutral third party mediator is 
often selected by the parties jointly. The process of mediation . is 
usually informal, with no rigid or set rules except those agreed to by 
the parties or requested by the mediator to promote useful commu
nications (for example, no interruptions when one party is speak
ing). In addition, parties themselves usually represent themselves 
and communicate in the mediation proceeding; attorneys are much 
less common as agents of the parties than in more formal dispute 

resolution mechanisms such as litigation. 
Since informal communications in mediation are common, 

these communications may extend to statements of the parties' per-

96 "[M]ediation is dependent upon trust among the participants." Anne M. Burr, Confidential
ity in Mediation Communications: A Privilege Worth Protecting, 57 DISP. REsoL. J. 64, 64 (Feb.-

Apr. 2002). 
97 Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 393 (1981). 

98 Deason, supra note 94, at 245 ("A skilled mediator can often use this sensitive information 
to advance the negotiations even without conveying it to the adverse party. Confidential
ity is a key element in encouraging this three-way communication process."). 

99 Id. at 246. 

100 Burr, supra note 96, at 65. 
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cept~ons of th~ dispute in a joint session, and/ or may involve the 
mediator meetmg each party separately to understand each party's 
goals and concer~s, goals that might be shared by both, as well as 
proposed resolutions which could be acceptable to both s 1 · · d . evera 
JOmt ~ separate sessions usually occur to fully delineate the criti-
c~! claims and necessary characteristics of any resolution. The me
diator may take this information and identify areas of joint interest 
to help the parties fashion a mutually beneficial agreement between 
them.1D1 

. Critically, it should be emphasized that this process is pre
mised u~o~ and can only be successful if communications between 
the parties IS promoted. By improving communications, the inter
ests, goals, and needs of each are identified to the other. This im
pro~ement may be especially important in situations where the 
~a~~es have an ongoing relationship and will need to engage in ac
tivities together in the future.1o2 

In addition, when the parties control the process without rigid 
legal ru~es ~~nd sometimes without attorneys) constraining them,l03 
the avallabl11~ of solutions beyond mere pecuniary transfer allow 
for more creative and flexible .solutions to be proposed and · 1 _ 
ment d 104 M d' . rmp e e · . . e Iation can therefore provide more responsive results 
that specifically address the parties' concerns regarding their dis
put~ rather .than. hammering the form of communications and po
tential s~I_uh~ns mto the somewhat artificial and arcane shape of the 
formal htigahon rubric. 

The mediation process provides the parties "an opportunity to 
sho~ and express a productive amount of emotion, within or 
outs~de the presence.of the other party."1os Additionally, it provides 
parties an opportunity to tell their story and have their suffering 
ackno':ledged.106 Mediation may also allow providers a chance to 
apologize and show empathy for the patient and/ or his or her fam-

101 Liang, ADR in Health Care, supra note 93, at 3:7. 

102 I d. 

103 Id. at 3:8. 

104p • h b atlents ave een rep~rt:d strongly to desire other actions by providers than simply the 
payment of money .. This mcludes facilitation of communication, resolution of uncertainty 
allowance for venting and to be h d kn 1 d ' . ear , ac ow e gment of suffering, and creation of a 
dyn~c that allows for a future relationship, healing, and flexibility. See Liang, A St stem 
of Medzcal Error, supra note 7, at 67 (citations omitted). y 

105 Liang, ADR in Health Care, supra note 93, at 3:8. 

106 Liang, A System of Medical Error, supra note 7, at 67. 
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ily.lo7 These activities provide catharsis regarding the dis~ute and 
may contribute positively to a resol':~ion~108 rather than havmg com
munication battle lines drawn for htlgahon. 

The focus of mediation also shifts discussion and context of the 
conflict from the past to the future. Such a focus prov~des a p.roduc
tive sense of what needs to be done to help both parties :egam con
trol of their lives after the dispute is resolved. Focusmg_ on the 
future also allows each party to discuss a broader scope of ~ter~sts 
that each may be reluctant to disclose to the other in the htigation 
context.109 

C. The Mediation Privilege-Problems and Conflicts 

1. Overview 

As might be discerned from above, mediation provid~s signifi
cant potential to promote communication between patients. and 
providers regarding important systems issues as wel~ a~ pr?~de a 
forum that is responsive to patient needs. However, 1t 1s cnhcal to 
ensure confidentiality in mediation activities to ensu:e and en
courage the full and frank discussion between the parties an~ t~1~ 
mediator that is a necessary component to obtain these benef1ts. 
Hence, mediation communications must be protected from forced 

disclosure.111 

107 Id. 

108 Id. 

109 For example, some non-pecuniary interests may indicate or allow traditional legal argu

ment to increase or reduce damages. 

110 Further, in recognizing the importance of this tenet, there are ethical codes for profession-
als in dispute resolution to maintain confidentiality. For example: . 

Confidentiality. Maintaining confidentiality is critical to the dispute resolution 
Confidentiality encourages candor, a full exploration of the issues, and a process. h · hi h 

neutral's acceptability. There may be some types of cases, oweve~, m w c 
confidentiality is not protected. In such cases, the neutral must adv1s.e the_ p~r
ties, when appropriate in the dispute resolution process, that t_he confl~entiality 
of the proceedings cannot necessarily be maintained. Except m sue~ Instan~es, 
the neutral must resist all attempts to cause him or her to reveal any _info_rmatio~ 
outside the process. A commitment by the neutral to hold information m confi-

dence within the process also must be honored. . . 
Society of Professionals in Dispute Resolution. Ethical_ Standards of Professional R~spons1~ 
bility § 3, 6, available at: http:/ /www.acresolution.org/research.nsf/key-prmt/Eth 

Sta?OpenDocument (last visited Sept. 20, 2003). 

m Alan Kirtly, The Mediation Privilege's Transition from Theory to Implementation: Desi~ing a 
Mediation Privilege Standard to Protect Mediation Participants, the Process and the P~blzc ~n~er-

t J DI REsoL 1 (1995)· See also Joshua P. Rosenberg, Keeping the Lid on Confidentzalzty: 
es , . sP. · ' (!994) ( · f a 
Mediation Privilege and Conflict of Laws, 10 OHio ST. J. DrsP. REsoL. 157 argumg or 
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However, the protection of mediation communications from 
disclosure is far from certain: 

Currently, it is not an overstatement to say that no mediator or 
counsel m the country can, with confidence, predict the extent to 
~hich it wi~ be possible to maintain the confidentiality of a media
tion . . . Discrepancies in confidentiality protection from state to 
state and court to co~rt send .confusing and contradictory messages 
on the extent to which parties can reasonably expect their state
ments in mediation to remain confidentiaJ.l12 

"[T]he reality is that given current law, a mediator may not be 
able to keep the mediation proceedings confidential."113 

This circumstance stems generally from the fact that there are 
vastly different applications for and involving mediation across the 
United States. Perhaps a victim of its own success, there is a pleth
ora of mediation statutes encouraging and mandating its use, with 
an average of five state statutes per state as well as hundreds of 
federal laws intersecting, interacting, and interfering with all and 
each other,l14 each covering a different conflict (e.g., labor disputes; 
child custody; farm disputes) and using different rules. Further, it is 

consistent application of the mediation). See also Deason, supra note 94, at 240 ("confiden
tiality is axiomatic in mediation"). As Deason also points out, confidentiality is central to 
the mediation process itself, Ellen E. Deason, The Quest for Uniformity in Mediation Confi
dentiality: Foolish Consistency or Crucial Predictability?, 85 MA.RQ. L. REv. 79 (2001), and even 
its critics acknowledge the need for confidentiality, Deason, supra note 94, at n .12. 

112 Deason, supra note 94, at 241-42. 
113 Rosenberg, supra note 111, at 162. 

114 Burr, supra note 96, at n .27; Developments in the Law-The Paths of Civil Litigation, 113 HARv. 
L. REv. 1851, 1866-67 (2000); SARAH R. CoLE et al., MEDIATION: LAW, PoucY, PRACTICE 
Appendix C (2d ed. 1994 & Supp. 2001). Note that the source of confidentiality provisions 
also creates significant variability, with statutes and federal common law delineating (or 
not) the scope and extent of mediation privilege. For example, while the Administrative 
Dispute Resolution Act provides for confidentiality of agency mediations from discovery 
or disclosure, under this statute, communications made by a party during a joint session 
are not so protected. 5 U.S.C. § 574(b)(7); see also In re Grand Jury Subpoena Dated Dec. 17, 
1996, 148 F.3d 487, 492 (5th Cir. 1998) (stating statute did not create a privilege against 
disclosure in grand jury proceedings relating to communications made in state agricul
tural loan mediation program even if confidential). Further, the Alternative Dispute Reso
lution Act requires all federal courts to adopt their own local rule for mediation 
co_rnmunication confidentiality but does not define it. 28 U.S.C. § 652(d). Unfortunately, 
th1s adds tremendous variation to efforts at confidentiality rules and predictability. Com
pare FDIC v. White, 76 F. Supp. 2d 736, 738 (N.D. Tex. 1999; Datapoint Corp. v. Picturetel 
Corp., 1998 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1145 (N.D. Tex. Jan. 23, 1998) (District Court ordered disclo
sure despite statute-based court rule ensuring confidentiality); contra Olam v. Cong. Mort. 
Co., 68 F. Supp. 2d 1110, 1125 (N.D. Cal. 1999) (statute's local rule requirement for confi
dentiality enforceable as privilege, prohibiting disclosure of and preventing others from 
disclosing protected communications). As well, some states have expressly formulated 
offices for dispute resolution that encourage use of mediation (with their accompanying 
rules), while others have not. Id. at 1124. 
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. . fi court that would even hear the con-
difficult to ascertam the speC! c h h nfidentiality for mediatirm 

. d. t 11s or even w et er co f 
fidentiahty 1spu e h f med under the auspices o 
communications will be kept w en per or 
a federal court.116 

. The Weakness Claims that Mediation Privilege Unnecessary. 
2. of Contract and Evidence Rules 

. h t there is no need for a mediation 
There have been claims t a . ti'ons confidential due to 

k ediation commuruca · 
privilege to eep m . . r rotections. Contract protections 
both contractual and evidenti~ y p ents to keep information 

f d d pon pnvate agreem . 
are generally oun . e . u d conflict resolution discussions pnvate 
regarding the mediation an the mediator_l17 
and to prohibit service of a subpoe~at~~uppress relevant evidence 

However, private arrangem~ s t 118 As well such agree-
are generally frowned upon b~ t fe cour :king or dis~losing sensi-

t non-parties rom se b 
ments do not preven . t" because they are not bound y 

d. · urced informa 1on f 
tive me mtwn-so 119 F lly a difficult issue or a 
the confidentiality agreem_ent. . t~: 'arty who inappropriately 
breach of confidentiali_ty _suit aga~~n i: ~ntractual damages; there 
violated the confidentiality_ provis f f and valuation imbued in 
may be significant_ thorny IS~~:s n~n~:~~osing party and result in a 
such a case that will bur~en dhere to the nondisclosure 
reduced set of incentives to a 

. t 120 d' 
requiremen . . 1 . ed to obviate the need for a me Ia-

Evi~ence law IS. also c aim der Federal Rules of Evidence Rule 
tion privllege,121 particularly un t teet communications related 
408. This evidence rul~ purports ~ pr~nt 122 On its face, the rule 
to offers at compromise and sett em . 

115 Deason, supra note 94, at 252. 

116 Id. at 239. 'f th ti s happen to choose a particular 
66 67 Note also that 1 e par e 'd 

117 Burr supra note 96, at - . d of confidentiality, a court may consl er 
' f tually has a lower egree Id 

forum and that orum ac . d' ti onfidentiality agreement. . 
such a choice of forum a watver of me ta on c 

. te 111 at 10-11. 
ns Id. at 67i Kirtley, supra no ' Corp v Titanium Metals 

165 See also Grumman Aerospace . . . nl 
119 Rosenberg, supra note 111, at . 981) (confidentiality agreements are vahd o y 

91 F R.D. 84, 87-88 (E.D.N.Y. 1 
Corp. , · . d th ement). 
against the parties who stgne e agre 

ote 111 at 166. 
120 See Rosenberg, supra n ' . . p .. 1 ·ae 2 Omo ST. J. o N D rsPUTE 

. I V'ew of the Medzatwn rzvz eo ' 
121 See e.g., Eric D. Green, A HeretJca z . . 1 1 f evidence excludes offers of compro-

' · "the trad1tiona ru e o 
REsoL 1, 15 (1986) (argum~ · n with offers"). 
mise and statements made m connectio 

122 F ED . R. Evm. 408. The rule states: 
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would seem to indicate that mediation communications should be 
covered. However, like other evidence rules, 123 this rule is substan
tively weak. The rule does not prevent the same evidence to be in
troduced for some other purpose beyond evidence of validity or 
amount of a claim that is required for the rule's application, such as 
showing control of the facility or motive;124 and the rule does not 
prevent a party in mediation from disclosing the information. In
deed, the rule does not exclude the evidence if it is introduced for 
other, related claims that arose during the mediation, or in fact for 
collateral use in future litigation.125 As well, the rule may be read to 
include only those matters directly related to settlement-thus po
tentially allowing parties to disclose other sensitive matters that 
arose during their mediation discussion.l26 

Finally, the rule does not concern itself with other types of pro
ceedings, such as administrative, legislative, or criminal hearings. 127 
Thus, a broad array of communications and information can pass 
through the holes of this evidentiary rule. 

In addition, Federal Rule of Evidence Rule 501 is also claimed 
to obviate the need for a mediation privilege. This evidence rule 
discusses the application of privilege, particularly as it relates to 

Evidence of (1) furnishing or offering or promising to furnish, or (2) accepting or 
offering or promising to accept, a valuable consideration in compromising or at
tempting to compromise a claim which was disputed as to either the validity or 
amount, is not admissible to prove liability for or invalidity of the claim or its 
amount. Evidence of conduct or statements made in compromise negotiations is 
likewise not admissible. This rule does not require the exclusion of any evidence 
otherwise discoverable merely because it is presented in the course of compro
mise negotiations. This rule also does not require exclusion when the evidence is 
offered for another purpose, such as proving bias or prejudice of a witness, nega
tiving a contention of undue delay, or proving an effort to obstruct a criminal 
investigation or prosecution. 

123 
Bryan A. Liang & Anita C. Liang, Lies on the Lips: Dying Declarations, Western Legal Bias, 
and Unreliability as Reported Speech, 5 LAw/ TExT/ CULTURE 113 (2002) (discussing linguistic 
and medical objections to evidence rule of dying declarations). 

124 
Or for other purposes. See, e.g., In reMarriage of Bidwell, 21 P.3d 161, 165 (Or. App. 2001) 
{Oregon Evidence Rule 408 does not preclude admission of mediation communications in 
attorney fee case). 

125 Rosenberg, supra note 111, at 164-65. 

126 Deason, supra note 94, at 273. 

127 
Burr, supra note 96, at 67. Indeed, this is quite troublesome for discussions such as those 
that occur on the state medical board level, which are for the most part public and infor
mation therein held to be discoverable. See also Bryan A. Liang, Promoting Patient Safety 
through Reducing Medical Error: A Paradigm of Cooperation Between Patient, Physician, and 
Attorney, 24 S. ILL. U. L.J. 541, 557 n. 59 (2000) (discussing medical board access and disclo
sure of sensitive information despite PR/ QA privilege). 
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federal diversity cases, and notes that when state law supplies the 
rule of decision, the privilege of a person is determined by "[s]tate 
law."128 Regarding mediation,129 with federal and state laws cover
ing some (and not other) areas of mediation confidentiality, the dif
ficulty with such a rule resides first in the rule's text: even if the 
"[s]tate law" applies, which state's law governs?130 Another similar 
issue under the rule that leads to uncertainty is the need for applica
tion of "the common law" to determinations of privilege; but which 
"common law"? There are federal issue civil cases, diversity cases 
with claims or defenses based on state law, diversity cases where a 
claim or defense is based on federal law, federal courts that have 
applied state privilege law and thus created federal common law, 
and federal courts that have applied state privilege law under juris
dictional bases but have not adopted the law as federal common 
law.l31 

Hence, reliance on contract and evidence rules to maintain me
diation confidentiality is laden with difficulty. Varying interpreta
tions and exceptions provide little security for mediation 
communications, and the mediators and parties who desire 
confidentiality. 

3. More Problems with Confidentiality: Venue Variations and 
the Choice of Law 

Reviewing contract law and evidentiary rules yields a myriad 
of potential results, which provides a good segue into related issues 
of venue and choice of law that also plague the efforts at mediation 
confidentiality. In concert with the general vagaries of contract and 
evidence law, the difficulties associated with predicting confidenti-

12s FED. R. Evm. 501 states that: 

Except as otherwise required by the Constitution of the United States or pro
vided by Act of Congress or in rules prescribed by the Supreme Court pursuant 
to statutory authority, the privilege of a witness, person, government, State, or 
political subdivision thereof shall be governed by the principles of the common 
law as they may be interpreted by the courts of the United States in light of 
reason and experience. However, in civil actions and proceedings, with respect 
to an element of a claim or defense as to which State law supplies the rule of 
decision, the privilege of a witness, person, government, State, or political subdi
vision thereof shall be determined in accordance with State law. 

129 The rulings of federal courts regarding state PR/ QA privilege application in the face of 
this rule is clear-no state PR/QA privilege applies. See supra notes 60-92 and accompany
ing text. 

130 Rosenberg, supra note 111, at 166. 

131 Id. at 167-168. 
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ality in mediation arise from the s· ·r . . 
dated with med· t' . Igni Icant vanations of laws asso-

Ia wn-m coverage · r · 
interpretation of courts on the state a~:fe:~:Ication, 1~~ well as in 
what one might call the "splattered d Ie,~els. Because of 
tion statutes d . . an scattered nature of media-
issues of co~de~t~:~ftyret~~ons, ~~e~e is little guidance as to how 
treated. me Iatwn communications will be 

This variation and confl' t · 1 1 volving choice of law 133 Ic Is c ose y a~sociated with issues in-
heard in so 1~4 C~allenges to confidentiality will likely be 

me court, which of course direct! infi 
to be applied as well as the choice of law 135 y uences the law 
state one at the site of the arties o . . ~he c~urt could be a 
ment· or it could b £ p , rat a specified Site in the agree-

if div'ersity of citiz:n:hi~d~~at~~o~~t :~:~eral issues are .i~volved, or 
dispute regarding confid t. I'ty g s extant: Add1honally, the 

en Ia 1 may be heard m s 
distant locale that will adjud. t . . orne court at a 
ality or the mediation itself ~ate ~ssues =oCiated wi~h confidenti
dispute and indeed rna ' u as 11_0 g to do With the initial 
There ' . y not even mclude the same parties 136 

may also be chmce of law issues that arise if and when media-

132 Id. at 157-58. N t th 
. . o e at the relative degree of covera e of . . . . 

recogruzed, mcreases variability. ld. g a mediation pnvJlege, even if 

133 It. . 
IS somewhat mteresting, but frustratin in the . . . . 

la~ issues generally do not conflict wi! evid ~ediatio~ ~nvilege context, that choice of 
Pnce, A Choice of Law Analysis a• Evz'd t. p e~tiary pnvilege law. See, e.g., Donald W. 

'J en zary nvzleges 50 L L R 
nately, when assessing the mediati . il ' A . . Ev. 157 (1991). Vnfortu-
supra note 111, at 163. on pnv ege, they run a "collision course." Rosenberg, 

134 Such a he · din armg regar g mediation confidentiali 
pression for many courts furthe dd ' ty may very well be an issue of first im-

' r a mg to potent' 1 nfu · 
to misinterpret rules statutes d th . ~a co swn. Courts have been known 

' ' an even eir own Juri d. ti . . 
Brya~ A. Liang, Patient Injury Incentives in Law 17 s IC on m rm~ortant cases; see, e.g., 
[heremafter Liang Patient In;·ury] (d' . ' . . YALE LAw & PoLY REv. 1, 35-49 (1998) 
. . . . ' Iscussmg mismterpretati f ERISA 
Jurisdictional confusion in state d £ d I on o preemption and 

h an e era courts) Further · th d . 
courts ave misinterpreted or ignored a licabl . . . ' m e me Iation context, 
ins v. Second Bank of Whitesboro, 188 sir 938 (;:;;: m therr assessments; see, e.g., Hudg
Cty. Cornm. School Dist. 844 F Supp 523 (N D I . E.D. Tex 1995); McEnany v. W. Del. 

135 
' • · • • owa 1994). 

Deason, supra note 94, at 252-53. Note also that th . 
sponsored mediation that rna infl . ere may be Issues associated with court-

y uence chmce of law. Id. at 253 
136 Id. at 253-54. Note also that if th d' . . 

e Ispute anses and is und 
another court may in fact decide confidentia . . :r court-sponsored mediation, 
as a state trial court considering d. . hty l~sues assoCiated with the mediation, such 

me Iation confidentiality I tin 
ment on the state appellate level or £ d al l . re a g to a negotiated settle-

' e er c ass actions requ. f d al di . sessment and approval und f . Ire e er strict court as-
er a auness standard. Id. 
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der for example, a federal cause of 
tion results in a settlement ~ ' f med under state law _137 
action but enforcement must e per or . . s of the REsTATEMENT 

th onfusion are proviswn 
Adding to e c In section 139(2), the Restatement (SECOND) OF CoNFLICT OF LAw. 

· d' t that-
m ICa es . . . . under the local law of the stat~ which 

Evidence that IS pnvileged . h' 'th the communication but 
. has the most significant relations T w~ law of the forum will be 

which is not privilege~ under the. a~~:ason why the forum policy 
admitted unless there IS some speci . ff t 1.18 

favoring admission should not be given e ec . . h 

. . . d th rivilege of the state wit This provision first mvah ates . e phi 'th the communica-
. d " t · gnificant relations P WI . 

the admitte mos SI . 1 n" as such represents something 
tion."139 Second, the "speCia reasf~r the hand of any authority that 
akin to a "loaded weapon ready . f nt need "140 Conse-

f d plausible claim o an urge · 
can bring orwar a h . unications divulged in court f uld have t eu comm 
quently, par Ies co h f of the arrangement/ contract to 
even when they agreed at t e Ime h 1 "meeting of the minds" 
follow the rules of the sta~e~the ep e;er~on Thus the interest of 

. tract-to hrmt any sue ac . ' t momen~ m con t the foundational principles of contrac' 
the parties to the agreemen ' t d their citizens where the 
and the interest of the forum s~a e and under this Restatement 
agreement was made can be Ignore 

proyjsion. . . difficulties associated with evidence rules 
In addition, there a:e. at further complicate these choice-

versus the concept of pnvilege th. d f rules purportedly deal 
of-law difficulties. Although evi :n Iary rivilege rules block such 
with issues of elicitation of f~cts, w erea~:e idea that evidence rules 

kn 1 dged pohcy reasons, 
access for ac ow e . . 1 . "rule of decision" cannot 

d l" hile pnvllege aw IS a d' 
are "proce ura w . rt interpretation of me ~a-easily be reconciled when assessing cou 

. 39 F 3d 1105 (lOth Cir. 1994) (breach of Title 1 M · v c1ty of Hobart, · . · d' ti )· 137 Id at 253-54. See a so orriS . . d th s federal courts lack JUriS lC on , 
. 1 . t t cause of action an u d the 

VII agreement resu ts m s a e if S ttl ment Agreements in Federal Court an 
Darryl R. Marsch, Postdismis~al .E~forcement o e e249 (1990) (discussing issues associated 
Problem of Subject Matter Jurzsdzctzon, 9 REv .. ~me.' . f d al cotut). These jurisdictional 

f ttled case origmatmg m e er · 
with J'udicial enforcement o se f . . d' ti'on would make any adjudications 

ince lack o JUriS lC L. 
issues are import~t concerns, s ad'udications of confidentiality-void. See ~an~, 
thereunder-includmg, for example, J 177-183 (discussing implications of cotut adJudi
Patient Injury, supra note 134, at 37-40 nn. 

cations without jurisdiction). § 139(2) 
138 RESTATEMENT (SEcoND) CoNFLICTS OF LAw . 

139 Id. THE MoDERN PoLICY STATEn. TWILIGHT' EXECUTIVE ORDERS IN . d 
140 BRYAN A. LIANG, A ZoNE OF . blic Interest 1999) (quoting Korematsu v. Urute 

80 (National Legal Center for the Pu . . 
323 US 214 246 (1944) (Jackson J., dissenting)). States, · · ' 
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tion privilege. Because so many jurisdictions have an interest in ap
plication of their own laws (or their own choice of law 
methodologies), some forums may necessarily accept or reject an
other forum's evidence and privilege rules (particularly between 
states and state and federal circumstances) and/or may expand or 
contract these rules, while other forums may also be legitimately 
interested in the application of its rules to the case (e.g., states of one 
or another party's domicile, the state where the dispute actions oc
curred, the state specified by contract for disputes between the par
ties).141 As such, the distinction between "procedural" and "rule[s] 
of decision" becomes blurred indeed. 142 

Further, beyond the dizzying number of federal and state 
courts that may hear mediation confidentiality disputes, the choice 
of law methodology, and the procedural/ rule of decision issue, and 
even assuming the law to be applied associated with that forum is 
clear and consistent (a dubious assumption at best), like the PR/QA 
privilege, some courts have in fact rejected other courts' holding of 
mediation privilege. This circumstance is particularly true when 
federal courts assess some state court mediation rules. 143 As well, 

14
1 Rosenberg, supra note 111, at 163, 163 n .50. 

142 

As well, choice of whether assessment of mediation privilege is substantive or procedural 
also confuses matters further. In one particularly important area relevant to patient safety, 
under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §1 346(b)(1) (2000), courts contradict each 
other as to the sotuce of privilege, with some courts indicating that the state law provides 
the rule of decision and thus privilege even though jtuisdiction is based on a federal stat
ute, see, e.g., Ellis v. United States, 922 F. Supp. 539, 540 (D. Utah 1996); Huzjak v. United 
States, 118 F.R.D. 61, 63 (N.D. Ohio 1987), while other courts indicate that state law is 
incorporated within the federal statute itself, and therefore mandates under FED. R. Evm. 
501 to utilize state law of tort to determine liability are precluded, and federal common 
law should govern privilege, see, e.g., Galarza v. United States, 179 F.R.D. 291, 293 (S.D. 
Cal. 1998); Young v. United States, 149 F.R.D. 199, 201-02 (S.D. Cal. 1993). Other courts 
have taken a different tack, indicating state law of privilege was simply inapplicable due 
to federal question jurisdiction under the Federal Tort Claims Act, see, e.g., Syposs v. 
United States, 179 F.R.D. 406, 409 (W.D.N.Y. 1998), on reconsid'n, 63 F. Supp.2d 301 (W.D.N.Y. 1999). 

143 

See, e.g., In re March 1994-Special Grand Jury, 897 F. Supp. 1170, 1173 (S.D. Ind. 1995) 
(refusing to quash a subpoena requiring a mediator to testify about a mediation heard 
under the state mediation program) . Smith v . Smith, 154 F.R.D. 661, 670-71 (N.D. Tex. 
1994) (federal law held to supersede Texas rule of confidentiality for state alternative dis
pute resolution proceedings); cf Omaha Indem. Co. v. Royal Am. Managers, Inc., 140 
F.R.D. 398, 400 (W.D. Mo. 1991) (confidentiality order in civil case did apply to prospective 
prosecution, but redacted portions of transcripts would be opened if a witness testifies in a 
criminal case and access to sworn testimony would determine whether portions could be 
used for impeachment purposes); cf United States v. Gullo, 672 F. Supp. 99, 104 (W.D. 
N.Y. 1987) (government failed to make adequate showing of need for disclosure of state
ments made during dispute resolution process that were purportedly confidential under 
state law); see Folb v. Motion Picture Industry Pension and Health Plans, 16 F. Supp.2d 
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. ed a mediation privilege may 
even federal courts that h~ve re~ogmz parties and the mediator, 
limit it to actual discusslOns etween t form of state protection 

. t . th every curren 1' 
which "is incons1sten ~1 . "144 Finall this situation is comp I-for mediation confidentiality. y, 

d' ofmedia-. diation rules precluding Iscovery 1164 1175 (C. D. Cal. 1998) (adopt~g state me R yal Caribbean Corp. v. Modesto, 614 
' ·cations) . But see 0 . . even 

tion information and commuru . that state mediation pnvilege governs 
So.2d 517, 518 (Fla. App. 199~ ~~~~~ <ettlement agreement' [here a<e] dete<~ 
though "[t]he enforceability an . v y ossible a plication of privilege can ~e state . ~s 
by federal law") . Generally, this on-off/a substa!ve federal policy by enacting spe~ific 
follow' "[w]hece Cong'es' ha. dec~~~' that the federnl cornffi Mould =olve que,~o;:; 
legislation, the weight of authonty 1 There are, however, several cases w~ch o 
of rivilege under federal law, not state aw. t te law where there is a substantial state 

th! federal courts may considerl~data~;J:t ~;wever, it must be added that state courts 
interest." Rosenberg, supra note ' . . 

ld 
f d 1 laims are miXed also do the same. . . . difficulties arise when e era c 

It should also be noted that surularal l 'k PR/ QA privilege holdings, federal courts 
1 · In gener , I e ll 1 · in the with pendent state law c aimS. f rivilege should govern a c aimS 

have concluded that the fed~ral commo3ndl~; ~/(3d Cir. 2000); Hancock v . Dodson, 958 
Miller 211 F. ' h · 971 F 2d 364, litigation. See Pearson v. ' . . s Tech Center v. Wollers erm, . 

F.2d 1367, 1372-73 (6th Cir. 1992); Rehgi0~7 F 2d.462, 466 (11th Cir. 1992); von Bulo~ v. 
7-69 (9th Cir. 1992); Hancock v. Hobbs, . ·. Thorn son Co. v. General Nutrition 

36 Bul 811 F.2d 136, 141 (2d Cir. 1987); W~ham T. Shp dur 664 F.2d 1058, 1061 (7th 
von ow, . 1982)· Memonal Hosp. v. a ' 2d C 671 F.2d 100, 104 (3d Cir. ' d Philip Morris, Inc., 35 F.Supp. orp. , l U . No 17 Ins. Fun v. . d 
·r 1981)· Iron Workers Loca ruon . b ected other courts have disagree or 

c5I82. 589( 'N.D. Ohio 1999). As perhaps may e exp K D 'Co. 905 F. Supp. 808, 812 (S.D. 
, Pl typus Wear v. · · ' 1 · )· distinguished the cases. See, e.g., a 1 . n I·n presence of federal counterc a~' 

. r to state c arms eve . . d' ty Cal. 1995) (state privilege app Ies (N D Ga. 1976) (state privilege applies m Iversi 
Scott v. McDonald, 70 F.R.D. 568, 57211 . ). Other methods have also been used. Deason, 

n with claims based on federa aw . h the mediation is through federal case eve ·ant even w en . . 
1 supra note 94, at 287-88. In one more van l ~o mediation communications, prov1dmg ess 

t les State law of privilege may app y cour ru ' 

P
rotection: . d ore conservatism (at least in lawyers) [E]ven though uncertam y 1 d that the remote possi I 1 o . t can m uce m 'b'l'ty f 

bil·r e carmot cone u e d . . than statistical proba I 1es, w . . ] d ing enforcement procee mgs 1S 
. · mmurucations ur . · · disclosure [of mediation co . act on freedom of commurucation m 

likely to have a substantial adverse rmp . 

mediations. . . to a 1 the proviso of F.R.E. 501 m 
But even if we believed that continu~gl thr ~~ ~e would be most reluctant to 
settings like this posed a more substantia 1 e_ 'n that federal courts should not 

. t pport a cone usiO . li d use pre-emption doctrme o su . . 1 hen the rule of decision IS supp e 
apply state confidentiality or pnvilege aw w 

by state law. . ar ments that might support a contr~y 
Having considered and rejected the gul l 1 adopted by a federal district 

when a oca ru e uld b result, we conclude that eve~ mediation communications than wo e 
court . . . offers more protection to h d. tr 'ct court sits the federal court must 

h t t here t e IS I ' l f offered by the law of t e s a e w b t ti've law is the source of the ru e o 
l hen state su s an · · · apply state privilege aw w . ff d evidence from the mediation 1S . . the claim to which the pro ere deCisiOn on 

relevant. Su . 2d 1110, 1125 (N.D. Cal. 1999). . 
Olam v. Congress Mort. Co., 68 F. pp h urts diverge: See Folb v. Motion 

N t that here, too, t e co 98) iffd 
144 Deason, supra note 94: at 268. o ePlans 16 F. Supp.2d 1164, 1180 (C.D. Cal. 19 ' a 
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cated by a significant omission-that approximately half of the 
states have not addressed confidentiality in mediation rules or stat
utes, while some states have narrow statutes applying to specialized 
subject areas, and others conflict on basic definitions145 Further, 
some courts are "mandated" and have created court-annexed ADR/ 
mediation programs, others are mandated, but have not, while 
others are under no such mandate but require mediation before the 
case may enter traditional litigation proceedings.I46 

Thus, the state or federal statute relating to the matter, the fed
eral and/ or state court in question, the jurisdiction of that court, the 
federal and/ or state choice of law statutes available, the subject 
matter of the dispute, the specific type and source of evidentiary 
protection potentially available for the mediation communications, 
and the deciding choice of law ali create significant variation, confu
sion, and unpredictability as to the confidentiality of mediation dis-

mem., 216 F.3d 1082 (9th Cir. 2000) (holding local rule privilege only extends to sessions 
with the mediator); cf Sheldone v. Penn. Turnpike Comm., 104 F. Supp.2d 511 (W.O. Pa. 
2000) (confidentiality provisions cover all communications "in connection with" a mediation). 

145 
Indeed, some state statutes disagree even on the definition of mediation; while others have 
no definition; some states use privilege law to define confidentiality provisions; others use 
testimonial capacity, or a broad evidentiary exclusion, or a narrow settlement negotiation 
exclusion; and efforts to use a federal mediation privilege are limited by the need to either 
develop from federal common law or are limited by the specific nature of disputes cov
ered by federal law. Other variations include the party that holds the privilege, exceptions 
to the mediation privilege, methods to assess the exceptions, and substantive content of 
exceptions within the statutes. See, e.g., Rosenberg, supra note 111, at 159-60 nn.16-26 and 
accompanying text. Of course, the topics covered by each of these rules vary (e.g., general 
conflicts versus conflicts relating to human rights, employment, farmer-creditor disputes, 
civil rights, gas pipeline disputes, family court). Deason, supra note 94, at 255, 257, 260. 
Note also that courts have imposed additional variation by creating exceptions to media
tion privilege, see, e.g., In re Young, 253 F.3d 926, 927 (7th Cir. 2001) (indicating appellate 
mediations are confidential in general but may be disclosed in misconduct circumstances); 
In re Waller, 573 A2d 780 (D.C. App. 1990) (confidentiality provisions not applicable with 
regard to reporting potential violations of disciplinary rules to judge); Doe v. Nebraska, 
971 F. Supp. 1305, 1308 (D. Neb. 1997) (allowing confidentiality to be breached to assess 
motion for sanctions from mediation in district court program). But see Lawson v. 
Brown's Day Care Center, Inc., 776 A2d 390, 393 (Vt. 2001) (mediation information confi
dential and revealing it in matter of professional misconduct sanctionable if done in bad 
faith); MoNT. CooE ANN. § 41-3-437(5) (mediation privilege applies in child abuse pro
ceedings). See also Charles W. Ehrhardt, Confidentiality, Privilege and Rule 408: The Protec
tion of Mediation Proceedings in Federal Court, 60 LA. L. REv. 91 (1999) (discussing federal 
court variability in local rules regarding mediation confidentiality); Kirtly, supra note 111 
(discussing state court variability of mediation communication information); Erin L. 
Kuester, Confidentiality in Mediation: A Trail of Broken Promises, 16 HAMLINE]. Pus. L. & PoL'Y 573 (1995). 

146 Rosenberg, supra note 111, at 158 n.lO. 
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cussions and information on, in, and between state and federal 
courts.147 

IV. A PROPOSED STATUTE 

A. Addressing the Problems of Confidentiality 

To address the significant impediments to provider and pa
tient discussions regarding medical error and patient safety, federal 
legislation should be passed to provide protections for safety com
munications and discussions.148 Critically, such legislation should 
deal directly with the confidentiality provisions of peer review to 
ensure such information is not available to support lawsuits149 and 

147 Thus, for example, if a federal court is assessing confidentiality of mediation proceedings, 
it must determine whether federal or state law governs; whether the confidentiality is 
protected by a privilege or testimonial incapacity (which then requires application, respec
tively, of Federal Rules of Evidence Rule 501 or 601); but if the protection is deemed an 
evidentiary exclusion, then the Erie doctrine is instead used to determine the choice of 
law; settlements may necessarily have to be evaluated under the law governing the settle
ment; and if any of the foregoing implicates state law, additional uncertainties arise in 
determining the law, analysis, and standards to evaluate mediation confidentiality. Dea
son, supra note 94, at 280-81. Note also that even when federal courts agree that FED. 
RULES oF Evro. 501 is the relevant rule to apply, they have conflicted in determining 
whether the state mediation law applies or federal law of privilege. See, e.g., FDIC v. 
White, 76 F. Supp.2d 736, 737 (N.D. Tex. 1999) (federal law applies under FRE 501); cf 
Haghighi v. Russian-American Broad. Co., 945 F. Supp. 1233 (D. Minn. 1996), rev'd on other 
grounds, 173 F.3d 1086 (8th Cir. 1999) (state law applies under FRE 501). 

148 Federal legislation is needed not only to provide a single, national legal regime clarifying 
the conditions for this work as well as what is most efficient in terms of implementing 
policy as compared with the common law. See, e.g., Richard A. Epstein, The Social Conse
quences of Common Law Rules, 95 HARv. L. REv. 1717 (1982). Note also that other commen
tators have expressed their perspective on a federal resolution to some of the issues noted 

herein: 
Congress could enact statutes declaring federal choice of law rules for categories 
of disputes that arise frequently in multi-state disputes. These rules could deter
mine which state's law would apply to a dispute when a conflict arises. Con-
gress has the constitutional power to enact such rules, but has failed to do so. 
Although a large undertaking, this solution would prove most effective in guar
anteeing uniformity when dealing with conflicts of laws cases involving state 
privileges. The benefits of a federal statute, which would provide a uniform na
tional rule and a single interpreter of this rule, would mark a substantial im
provement over the status quo. 

Rosenberg, supra note 111, at 181 (citations omitted). As well, Michael H. Gottesman, 
Draining the Dismal Swamp: The Case fo r Federal Choice of Law Statues, 80 GEo. L.J. 1, 2 (1991) 
notes that "a national solution imposed 'from above, ' by a tribunal in which the states are 
fairly represented, can bring order back to this important area of the law. Congress is that 

tribunal." Id. 

149 Note, however, that this conception does not eliminate plaintiffs from utilizing other, orig
inal source materials such as medical charts if they wish to sue. Although it would be 
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s~oul~ provide parties and mediators w· 
bon discussions will not and c I~h assurance that media-
mote full candor in comm . ~ot be disclosed in order to pro-

unicahons 
. The proposed federal statute b~l . 

swns of the Patient Safet d . ow IS based upon key provi-
Uniform Mediation ActlZ a: Quality Improvement Actlso and the 
goals of encouraging safetyan t~o~t~d serve as the basis to fulfill the 

ac IVI Ies and mediation. 

B. The Bill 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES A BILL 

To amend title IX of the Public Health . 
for the improvement of p t' £ Service Act to provide 

a lent sa ety and to red th . 
events that adversely affe t f uce e mcidence of 
providers to engage in saf c pa lent safety through encouraging 

. ety research and · t · . 
vatwns into the safety effort. m egrating pahent obser-

. Be it enacted by the Senate and H 
Unzted States of America in C ouse of Representatives oif the 

ongress assembled 
SEC. 1. SHORT TITLE. I 

. This Act may be cited as the "Pr . 
Ity and Patient Partnership Act." amotion of Health Care Qual-

SEC. 2. FINDINGS AND PURP OSES. 
(a) FINDINGS.-Cong k 

(1) In 1999, the Institute o/~::~ es the following findings: 
Err Is Human" that described Ic~e released a repor~ entitled "To 
cause of death in the uru·t d Stmedic~l errors as the eighth leading 
d · e ates With as ymg as a result of medical erro ' h many as 98,000 patients 
(2) To address these deaths and .rs. e~c year. 
health care system must identif ~~~:es due to medical errors, the 
systems of care can be impro yd earn from such errors so that 
(3) In its report, the Institute ~~ M d . . 
provide legal protections with res e ICine .called upon Congress to 
the purposes of quality imp pect to information reported for 
(4) The Health, Education {~vement and p~tient safety. 
Senate held four hearings in thbo[o;:;,_d Pensions Committee of the 
the 107th Congress on patient s:fet Congress an~ one h~aring in 
ported the recommendations of thy ;he:e experts m the field sup
gressional action. e stitute of Medicine for con-

(5) Some public and private patient safety initiatives have b 
egun. 

preferable if a partnership b tw . b e een patient and .d 
e. the primary means of resolving any di t pthiro_vl er. an~ the use of mediation would 

swt. spu es, s legislatiOn would not preclude such 

ISO See generally, S. 2590 107th C 
l SI ' ongress, 2d Sess. (2002). 

See generally, Nat'l Conference of Comm' . 
(2001), available at: http://www h rs on Uruf. State Laws, Uniform Mediation A t 

.pon. arvard edu/ gu t 1 c . es s uma (last visited Oct. 16, 2002). 
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(6) The research on patient safety unequivocally calls for a learning 
environment, rather than a punitive environment, in order to im
prove patient safety. 
(7) Voluntary data gathering systems are more supportive than 
mandatory systems in creating the learning environment referred 
to in paragraph (6) and as stated in the Institute of Medicine report. 
(8) There have been some efforts to promote study of patient safety 
reporting systems, largely through projects funded by the Agency 
for Healthcare Research and Quality. 
(9) Many organizations currently attempting to collect patient 
safety data have expressed a need for legal protections that will 
allow them to review protected information so that they may col
laborate in the development and implementation of patient safety 
improvement strategies for present and future patients. Currently, 
State peer review protections provide inadequate conditions to al
low for the collection and sharing of information to promote patient 
safety. 
(10) Many organizations desire to promote a partnership between 
providers and patients in an effort to improve patient safety. 
(11) Virtually all healthcare organizations have mission statements 
that indicate respect for the patient and the treatment of the patient 
as a partner in the health delivery enterprise. 
(12) Mediation fosters the early resolution of disputes and results in 
conflict resolution that is specifically tailored to the parties' needs 
and interests, and party participation and control over the result 
has been shown to lead to greater satisfaction and reduced disrup
tion in the lives of those affected by the conflict. 
(13) Mediation diminishes the unnecessary expenditure of per
sonal, organizational, and societal resources for conflict resolution, 
promotes a more civil society, and often leads to settlement earlier 
because of the expression of emotions and exchange of information 
that occur as part of the mediation process; this has led to 
thousands of State and Federal statutes establishing mediation ap
plicable to a wide array of contexts. 
(14) Litigation is often a long and expensive means of providing 
only a few patients injured in the health delivery system with com
pensation and does not provide systems information necessary to 
improve health delivery outcomes, improved patient safety, and 
enhanced health care quality. 
(15) Confidential mediation has been shown to be desirable in the 
health care context from both provider and patient perspectives to 
resolve patient injury disputes, foster communications that may re
sult in important system information to be unearthed for quality 
improvement purposes, fulfill patient needs to obtain compensa
tion quickly, allow providers to express empathy and apologize, 
and empower patients to participate in the quality improvement 
process while also providing closure and preserving provider-pa
tient relationships. 
(16) Confidentiality of mediation communications is currently gov
erned by a wide array of overlapping State and Federal laws, and 
parties have significant difficulty in predicting whether mediation 
communications will be kept confidential, impeding the free flow 
of communication and information. 
(17) Confidentiality of mediation communications is critical to en
courage a culture of open and honest communication and candor 
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between parties to resolve h lth . 
portant information re ard~a th care conflicts and to provide im-
patient safety, and heafth car~ qu~f;.tem of health care delivery, 

(b) PURPosEs.-It is the purpose of this Act to-
(1) encourage a culture of safet and I' . . 
health care system b .d. Y qua Ity m the Uruted States 
reported voluntaril/f~;~~~ mg for legal prot:cti~ns of information 
patient safety; and purposes of quality Improvement and 

(2) encourage a culture of partnershi . f 
in the United States health care s st p ~ sa ety. CU:d quality efforts 
tections of communications d Y. em d~ P~OVIdmg for legal pro-
quality im rna em me Iahon for the purpose of 

provement patient safety ti t 
resolution of health c~re disputes. ' pa en compensation, and 
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These sections indicate th · 
the d f . e Importance of a culture of safety 

nee or a partnership between patient and ro . d . ' 
tant delivery system benefits that can d . pf VI er, the rmpor-

h enve rom a systems a 
proac , and the high level of benefits that d' f . p
resolving medical . me Ia IOn can brmg to 

impediments that :;:~r~sc~::~~in Thg ;~ea~~:!~~smalds~ d
1
escribe the 

patient s f ty f . . e Ica error and 
a e ace, Includmg state-based PR/ QA . 'I 

effectively protect medical error and patient safetyp~;I ege. may nodt 
that the presence d f . . scusswns, an 
impossible to pre:t. scope o mediation privilege is difficult if not 

SEC. 3. AMENDMENTS TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVE ACT. 

seq.) i;~~e~~~ the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. §299 et 

(1) in section 912{c) by ins tin " · 
"The Director shall~'· er g 'm accordance with part C," after 

(2) by redes~gna~g' part C as part D; 
{3) ?Y red~signating sections 921 through 928. 
(4)tin~ s~c'9tion 938(1) (as so redesignated) by strikm' g ''921" d . 
ser g 31"; and ' an m-
(5) by inserting after part B the followin . 

"PART C-PATIENT SAFETY IMPROV=~ENT" 
"SEC. 921. DEFINITIONS. 

"In this part: 

"(1) NoN-IDENTIFIABLE lNFoRMA Th 
information' means informationTithONt.~ e term 'non-identifiable 

th a 1s presented in a form d 
manner at prevents the identification of an · .an 
and the reporter of patient safety data . I d .Y provider, patient, 
"(2) PATIENT SAFETY DATA.-The term ,' mti.c Ut mfg aggregated data. 

"(A) d pa en sa ety data' means-
erative wo~ st:!:~r:Kt~rt~o~~cords, memloranda, analY_ses, delib
plans or lity . ' cause ana yses, corrective action 
prov~d pat~~t sa:~~~v~:~~ f:r~ceqsusaelsi_tythatht ctould result in im-

"(") 11 , a are-I co ected or developed by a . d f th 
reporting to a patient safety orgaru·zati.Pr~vi er or e purpose of 

"(") on, 
safety 11 refort~d to a patient safety organization for patient 

or qua Ity Improvement purposes; 
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"(iii) requested by a patient safety organization (including the 

conte~~~vof r:u:t:~q~;s:)~rovider by a patient safety org~za~on: 
"~v/ col{ected or developed by a patient safety orgaruzation, 

or "(vi) reported among patient safety organizations, after ob-
taining authorization; or . ak · e 

"(B) information related to any corrective a~t10ns t. en ~ r ; 
sponse to patient safety data; for the purpose of nnprovmg pa en 

f ty health care quality, or health care outcomes .. 
sa e ' Th term 'patient safety or"(3) PATIENT SAFETY ORGANIZATION.- e . . t 

. tion' means a private or public orgaruzahon, or c?mponen 
~;:~f including but not limited to subsidiaries, cormru~tees, ~~ 
third party provider contractees, that perfo:s the follow~;g::-;~; 
ties which are deemed to be necessary for e proper rna h f-
and administration of such organization or ~~mponent t ereo ·im-

"(A) The conduct, as its primary activity, of e~forts to 
tient safety and the quality of health care dehvery. 

prove.~;) The collection and ana_lysis of patient safety data that are 

voluntarily submitted by a proVIder. . . . ation to 
"(C) The development and disse~~at10n of ~orm . -

roviders including those providers Withm the provider orgamza 
~on with respect to improving patient safety, such as. recommen-

' . f t' egarding best practices. dations, protocols, or m orma 10n r . . -
"(D) The utilization of patient safety data to carry out a~tivi 

. . ra h and for the purposes of encouragmg a 
~~ft~:e: s!%~l:~~gof~roviding direc~ f~edback an~dassistanc~ t~ 
providers, including those provi~ers ':"Ithin the provi er orgamza 
ti n to effectively minimize patient nsk. . . 

o ' " E The maintenance of confidentiality wit~ respect to mdi-
viduall~ ldentifiable health information with relation~ :os~ft~~ 
ties not involved in improvement of patient safety an e q 

of health care delivery. . · ures with re-
"(F) The provision of appropnate secunty meas . . 

Jo~~~doJ'~!~~~~=~%td~:~:~~t r:~~~~na~~ ~~s~Ja~~~e~t~:a~ 
care delivery. h th ti t safety 

"(G) The certification to the Agency t at e pa en . . 
organization satisfies the criteri~ of this paragrap_h for the penod m 
which the organization is carrymg out such duties. 
"(4) PROVIDER.-The term 'provider' means-. . ( ) f 

"(A) a provider of services (as defined m section 18~~ u
1 

o 
Social Security Act) and a person furnishing any me Ica or 

~~er health care services (as defined in section 1861(s)(1) an~d(2) o~ 
such Act) through, or under the authority of, such a provi er o 

services; . 1861( ) f h Act)· "(B) a physician (as defined in section r o sue ' 
"(C) any other person, including but not limi_ted to a pdharma-

. . . . physician's assistant, an nurse cist, audiologist, technician, n~rse, · f medical or other 
practitioner, who is e_ngag~d m ~e delivery ~d (2) of such Act) 
health services (as defmed m section 1861(s)(1) . b 1'-
in a State and who is required by State law or regul~tlon to e I 
censed or certified by the State to engage in the dehvery of such 
services in the State; 
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"(D) a renal dialysis facility, ambulatory surgical center, phar
macy, physician or health care practitioner's office, long-term care 
facility, behavioral health residential facility, hospital, or clinical 
laboratory; or 

"(E) any other person or entity specified in regulations by the 
Secretary after public notice and comment. 
"(5) PATIENT SAFETY ORGANIZATION AND PROVIDER.-The term 'pa
tie:qt safety organization' and 'provider' shall not preclude a pro
vider, or relevant components thereof, to also be a patient safety 
organization. · 

"(6) MEDIATION.-The term 'mediation' means a process in which a 
mediator facilitates communication and negotiation between par
ties to assist them in reaching a voluntary agreement regarding 
their dispute. 

"(7) MEDIATION COMMUNICATION.-The term 'medication commu
nication' means a statement, whether oral or in a record, or verbal 
or nonverbal, that occurs during a mediation or is made for the 
purpose of considering, conducting, participating in, initiating, con
tinuing, or reconvening a mediation or retaining a mediator in any 
health care dispute or conflict. 
"(8) MEDIATOR.-The term 'mediator' means an individual who 
conducts a mediation. 

"{9) NONPARTY PARTICIPANT.-The term 'nonparty participant' 
means a person that participates in a mediation and whose agree
ment is not necessary to resolve the dispute. 
"(10) PERSON.-The term 'person' means an individual, corpora
tion, business trust, estate, trust, partnership, limited liability com
pany, association, joint venture, government, governmental 
subdivision, agency, or instrumentality, public corporation, or any 
other legal or commercial entity. 
"(11) PROCEEDING.-The term 'proceeding' means-

"(A) a judicial, administrative, arbitral, or other adjudicative 
process, including related pre-hearing and post-hearing motions, 
conferences, and discovery; or 

"(B) a legislative hearing or similar process. 
"{12) REcoRD.-The term 'record' means information that is in
scribed on a tangible medium or 'that is stored in an electronic form 
or other medium and is retrievable in perceivable form. 
"{13) SIGN.-The term 'sign' means-

"(A) to execute or adopt a tangible symbol with the present 
intent to authenticate a record; or 

"(B) to attach or logically associate an electronic symbol, 
sound, or process to or with a record with the present intent to 
authenticate a record. 

These provisions indicate the key definitions regarding discus
sions of medical error to promote patient safety. They define the 
kinds of reports and communications that are the subject of the stat
ute, and the entities that are eligible for protections enumerated by 
the statute. Critically, it should be noted that providers may also be 
patient safety organizations, thus allowing internal as well as exter
nal reporting and error discussions to promote safety and not limit-
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· efforts to promote safety simply to individual providers 
mg · · b · t t' reporting to external agencies/ orgaruzahons to o tam pro ec wns. 

"SEC. 922. CONFIDENTIALITY AND PEER REVIEW PROTECTIONS. 

"(a) IN GENERAL-Notwithstanding any other provision .o~ law, 
and subject to this section, patient safety data shall be pnvtleged 
and confidential. . 
"(b) ScoPE oF PruvrLEGE.-Subject to ~e provisio~s of subsection 
(c), patient safety data t~ ':hie~ s~bsection (a). a.pphe~ shall not be~ 

"(1) subject to a civil, cnmmal, or a?m.ml.strativ.e ~ub~oe~a, 
"(2) subject to discovery in connection wtth a ctvil, cnmmal, 

or administrative proceeding; . 
"(3) disclosed pursuant to section 552 of title 5, Uruted States 

Code (commonly known as the Freedom of Information Act) or any 
other similar Federal or State law; . . . 

"(4) admitted as evidence or ~therwise disclosed many CIVIl, 
criminal, or administrative proceedmg; or . . 

"(5) utilized in an adverse e~ployment a~t10~ or m 0-~ ev~lu
ation of decisions made in relation to accredita~on, certi?cahon, 
credentialing, or licensing of an U:~vi~ual. or entity, that 1s based 
on such individual or entity's partiCipation m the dev~lopment, col
lection, reporting, or storage of patient safety data m accordance 
with this part. . 
"(c) DrscLosuRE.-Nothing in this section shall be .construed to pro-
hibit one or more of the following disclosures, whi~h.are ~eemed to 
be necessary for the proper management and admrmstration of the 
patient safety organization: . . . . 

"(1) Disclosures by a provider m.complyml? with aut~onzed 
requests for the provision of information to w~c~ subsection (a) 
applies (such as a patient's medical record) that 1~ m .the contro~ of 
such a provider and that has been developed, .mamtamed, or extsts 
separately from the proces~ by which ~e provtder colle~ts ~r devel
ops information for reportmg to a patient safety organ1zati~n. . 

"(2) Disclosures by a provider or patient safe~ org~ation 
of patient safety data as part of a disciplin~ry proce~dmg relating to 
a provider, or a crimin~l procee.dinl?, only tf such disclosure of such 
patient safety data or mformation 15-

"(A) not available from any other source; 
"(B) in the public interest; 
"(C) material to the proceeding; and 
"(D) not utilized to- . . . . 
"(i) show purported poor qualit~ ?f care or c:rmmal activtty 

of a provider by noting provider pro~tsion. of a patient safety data 
to a patient safety organization as defined m paragraph (2)(A) and 
(3), respectively, of section 921; or . . .. 

"(ii) show purported poor qualio/ of ~ar~ or cnmmal acti~tty 
of a provider by reference to inform.ati~n Within ~ rep?rt of patient 
safety data to a patient safety orgaruzatlon as defined m paragraph 
(2)(A) and (3), respectively, of section 921. . . 

"(3) Disclosures by a provider or patient sa£:~ org~zatwn 
of relevant information to the Food and Drug Admm1stration, ~r .to 
a person or entity that is subject t~ t~e ju:isdiction of such Admmls
tration, with respect to an Administration-regulate~ p~oduct, de
vice, or activity for which that entity has responsibility, for the 
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purposes of ~ct!vitie.s related to the quality, safety, or effectiveness 
?f such A~nurustration-regulated product, device, or activity, sub
Ject to .. sectio.n 520( c) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. 

( 4) ~Isclosur~s by a provider or patient safety organization 
of relevant ~ormatio~ to St.ate public health departments, or to a 
person or entity that .rs subJect to the jurisdiction of such public 
health departments,. wrth res~e~t to a public health department-reg
U:a.t~d product, device, or activrty for which that entity has respon
sibility, ~or the purposes of activities related to the quality, safety, 
or effec~veness o~ ~uch public health department-regulated prod
uct, device, or activity. 

. "(5) J?isclosure~ by a pro~ider or patient safety organization 
of inf?rma~on to which subsectiOn (a) applies to carry out activities 
descnbed m paragraph (2)(A)(i) through (vi) or (3) of section 921. 

"(6) Nothi~g in this secti.on s~all preclude disclosures relating 
to fraud, de~eption, and/ or vwlation of the provisions of this Act, 
or use of patient safeo/ data o~ pa~ent safety organizations for pur
poses .~f fraud, deception, or vwlations of the provisions of this Act. 

(7) !n the ~ve.n~ that patient safety data is provided in error 
o: otherwrs~ to mdividuals or entities that are not authorized to 
VIew or rec~~~~ such materials,. sue~ n:aterials shall still be subject 
t? the p~ohi_bitions of use, confidentiality, and peer review protec
tions as mdrcated in section 922. 
"(d) TRANSFER o~ lNFoRMAno~.-The transfer of any patient safety 
data. by a provider to a patient safety organization, or between 
prov_rders for the purpose of improving patient safety, health care 
quality, or health care outcomes, shall not be treated as a waiver of 
any privilege, confidentiality, or protection established under this 
part or established under State law. 
"(~) PENA~TY.-Except as provided in subsection (c) and as other
Wis~ provided for ~ this section, it shall be unlawful for any person 
to disclo~e ~y patient saf~ty data de~cribed in subsection (a). Any 
~erson v~ola~g the provisions of this section shall, upon convic
~.wn, be fmed m accordance with section 934(d). 
(f) No LIMITATION OF OTHER PRIVILEGES.-Nothing in this section 

shall be construed to limit other privileges that are available under 
~e~eral or Sta.te laws that provide greater peer review or confiden
~ality pro~ections t~an ~e peer review and confidentiality protec
tions provided for m this section. 
"(g) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.-Nothing in this section shall be con
s.trued to alter or affect the implementation of any provision of sec
tion 264(c) of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act of 1996 (Public Law 104-191, 110 Stat. 2033) or any regulation 
promulgated thereunder, except that the provisions of the Health 
Insurance Port~bility and Accountability Act of 1996 shall be con
s.trued to p~rmi~ the _u~e by providers and patient safety organiza
tions o~ p~tient-Identifiable health care information without patient 
authonza.tion for the purpose of improving patient safety, health 
care quality, or health care outcomes. 

. These provisions outline the important protections associated 
With error reports,. analysis, and conclusions. The provisions gener
ally protect all pahent safety and medical error assessments includ
ing corrective action, from discoverability; they may be 'seen to 
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create a federal PR/QA privilege for safety and error materials, re
moving significant barriers to engaging in safety activities. Furt~er, 
of special note, this section also clari~ies. t~e rece~~ fede~al medical 
privacy rule that may also provide sigruficant dismcentlves to en
gage in safety work.152 

"SEC. 923. NATIONAL DATABASE. 

"(a) AUTHORITY.- . 
"(1) IN GENERAL-In conducting ~ctivities under :his part, 

the Secretary may provide for the estab~Ishm~~t and m~mtenance 
of a database to receive relevant non-Identifiable pa~ent .s~fety 
data, or may designate entities to collect relevant non-~dentifiable 
patient safety data, that is voluntarily reported by patients safety 
organizations upon the request of the Secretary. . 

"(2) UsE OF DATA.-Data reported to any database estabhsh~d 
or designated under paragraph (1) shall_be used to analyze vana
tions and national statistics related to patient safety and health c~e 
quality. The information resulting from such analyses may be _m
cluded in the annual quality reports prepared under sect10n 
913(b)(2). . 

"(3) STANDARDs.-In developing or design~ting a database 
under subsection (a)(1), the Secretary ma:y det~~mme cor;nmon for
mats for the voluntary reporting of non-Identifiable patient ~afety 
data, including necessary data elements, _common and consistent 
definitions, and a standardized computer mterface for the process
ing of such data. To the extent practical, such stand~r~s shall be 
consistent with the administrative simplification provis10ns under 
part C of title IX of the Social Security Act. . . . 

"(c) CoNFIDENTIALITY.-Any non-identifiable patient safety 
data that is transferred to the database under this section shall be 
privileged and confidential. 
"SEC. 924. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE. 

"The Secretary, acting through th~ D~ector, may p~ovide techni~al 
assistance to patient safety orgaruzations. Such ~ssi~tance sh~ll m
clude annual meetings for patient safety ?rgaruza~ons .to_ discuss 
methodology, communication, data collect10n, confidentiality, peer 
review privilege, or privacy concerns. 

"SEC. 925. PROMOTING THE INTEGRATION OF HEALTH CARE INFORMA
TION AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS. 

"(a) DEVELOPMENT.-Not later than thirty-six month~ after the ~ate 
of enactment of the Promotion of Health Care Quahty and Patient 
Partnership Act, the Secretary shall.develoJ: or adopt volunta~y na
tional standards that promote the mtegration of health care infor-
mation technology systems. . . 
"(b) UPDATES.-The Secretary shall provide for the ongomg review 
and periodic updating of the standards developed under subsec-
tion (a). . d ' · 
"(c) DISSEMINATION.-The Secretary shall provide for the_ Isse~a-
tion of the standards developed and updated under this section. 

1sz Liang, A System of M edical Error, supra note 7, at 353-57. See Bryan A. Liang, Patient Inf or

mation Privacy: HIPAA Provisions and Patient Safety Issues , 38(7) HosP. PHYs. 43 (2002). 
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. These sections provide for a national database by which analy-
SIS of erro~s .and safety information can be performed on a larger 
scale, ~rov1dmg more robust and statistically valid analyses and in
for~atwn that. ~~y be provided back to providers for application to 
their own faohhes. In addition, these sections clarify that data 
shou.ld be sta_ndardized for effective compilation and analysis, and 
that _infor~ation used to create this database is also privileged and 
confidential. Also included is a section expressly allowing for the 
~ecretary of DHHS to provide technical assistance for providers us
mg ~he system, including assistance and feedback regarding practi
cal. Issues. ~f metho~olo?y, communication, confidentiality, peer 
review pnvilege apphcatwn, and/ or privacy issues, and a defined 
tim.e limit for creating standards to allow for effective integration of 
patient safety data and information. 

"SEC. 926. CONFIDENTIALITY AND MEDIATION COMMUNICATION 
PROTECTIONS. 

"(a) IN .GENERA~--N~twithst~d.ing any other provision of law, 
~nd subJect to this section, mediation communications shall be priv
Ileged and confidential. 

"(b) Sc~PE_ OF PruviLEGE.-Subject to the provisions of subsection 
(c), medration communications to which subsection (a) applies shall not be-

::<1) sub~ect to a .civil, crir:unal, or administrative subpoena; 
(~). subJ~ct to discovery m connection with a civil, criminal, 

or. a?mrmstrative proceeding; and in a proceeding, the following 
pnvileges apply-

"(A) A mediation part~ may refuse to disclose, and may pre
vent any other person from drsclosing, a mediation communication· 

. . "(B) A mediator may refuse to disclose a mediation commu~ 
~ca.hon, and may prevent any other person from disclosing a me
diation commurucation of the mediator. 

. "(C) A nonparty participa~t ma:y refuse to disclose, and may 
~revent any other person from dtsclosmg, a mediation communica
tion of the nonparty participant; 

"(3) disclosed pursuant to section 552 of title 5, United States 
Code (commonly known as the Freedom of Information Act) or any 
other similar Federal or State law· 

. . "(4) admitt~~ as evidence o; otherwise disclosed in any civil, 
crmu~~l, or _a?ffil~strative proceeding; or 

. (5) u~h~ed man adverse employment action or in the evalu-
ation of deciSIOns made in relation to accreditation certification 
credenti~lin?, _or licensing of an individual or entity,' that is based 
on such Individual or entity's participation in the mediation. 

This section provides the key bases for maintaining mediation confi
dentiality. Critically, a broad array of communications and parties 
are n~t~d an~ included within the confidentiality provisions, and 
the ~n_vileg~ IS ex~ended to civil and criminal proceedings as well as 
adiDmistrahve· actions. As welt the section indicates that "end run" 
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. . . cations and information will 
efforts to obtain medmhon cFommd urn f Information Act and that 

· t d der the ree om o ' 
not be periDit_e ~ 1 d d from use in hearings against a such information IS also prec u e . . . 
provider if it is based upon participation m mediahon. 

W ND PRECLUSION OF PRIVILEGE UsE.-ln "(c) DISCLOSURE, AIVER, A 

this section- . . . therwise admissible or subject 
"(1) Evidence or mformation th~t I~issible or protected from dis-
to discovery does not be~o.r;ed ~~osure or use in a mediation; and 
covery solely by reason o I s . I a be waived in a record or 
"(2) A privilege under subs~c~~n (b) m Y · d b all parties to 
orally during a proceeding If It IS expressly waive y 

the mediation and- f th . '1 ge of the mediator, it is expressly "(A) in the case o e pnVI e 
· d b the mediator and · · 

waive y f th, . 'lege of a nonparty participant, It IS "(B) in the case o e pnvi . . 

expressly waived by the nbonp~rty (bpa)r:~pya:::· precluded from use 
"(3) A privilege unde: su section 

under the following cuc~stances- a re resentation about a 
"(A) a person that discloses or makes p h in a 

. . hich preJ'udices anot er person mediation commurucation w . · ·1 e under subsec-. . 1 d d from asserting a pnvi eg 
proceedmg IS nlprec uthe tent necessary for the person prejudiced ti (b) but o y to e ex 

on ' ntation or disclosure; and 
to res~ond to the rer;,_:~e intentionally uses mediation to . plan,. at-

(B) a pe~son . crime or to conceal an ongomg cnme 
tempt to corru:ru~ or co~It ~ luded from asserting a privilege or ongoing cnmmal activity Is prec 

under subsection (b) . Th ·s no privilege under subsec-
"( d) EXCEPTIONS TO PRIVILEGE.- . er~ I . 
. ) f mediation commurucation that IS-

tion (b or a t 'denced by a record signed by all par-"(1) in an agreemen evi 

ties to the agreement; f Ian to inflict bodily injury or 
"(2) a threat or statement o a P 

commit a crime of violence; . attem t to commit or 
"(3) intentionally used to plan~ cnm~, P . 'minal 

commit a crime, or to conceal an ongomg cnme or ongomg en 

activity; disprove a claim or com-
"(4) sought. or offe~ed to prove or al ractice filed against a 

plaint of professiOnal rrusconduct or m p 

media·~(j) so~ght ~.f:!:;~~~~J~o;;:~;r:~E:~~e~ ~~: ~':r,~: 
plamt o pro essw artici ant or representative of a party 
diation party, nonpar_ty P [. ti;n except that a mediator may 
based on conduct durmg a me ~da ~vidence of a mediation 
not be compelled to provi e 

communication. E -If a mediation communica
"(e) LIMIT OF ExcEPTIONS TO PRrvbiLEGti.. (b) as described in subsec-
. . · ·1 ed under su sec on th 

tion IS not pnvi eg . f th mmunication necessary for e . (d) n1 the portion o e co . d 
hon , o y . f nondisclosure may be admitte . 
application of th~ exceptio~ romb ection (d) does not render the 
Admission of evidence und:rti su s ommunication, discoverable or 
evidence, or any other me Ia on c 
admissible for any other purpose. 

---------------------
LIANG & SMALL 

"(f) PRECLUDED UsE.-A communication made in violation of sub
section (b) may not be considered by a court, administrative 
agency, arbiter, or other person. 
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These provisions indicate important exceptions to the mediation 
privilege, and the relevant limitations to these exceptions. In gen
erat these exceptions relate to voluntarily waivers of privilege as 
granted in the statute or in situations of professional misconduct or 
criminal activity. 153 Importantly, subsection (e) indicates that medi
ation communications disclosed do not then render all mediation 
communications accessible by a party or nonparty, and the limita
tion of use of the disclosed mediation communication to the forum 
at hand. 

"SEC. 927. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS. 

"There is authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be nec
essary to carry out this Act." 
SEC 4. STUDIES AND REPORTS. 
(a) STATE LAws RELATING To PATIENT SAFETY PEER REvrnw SYSTEMS 
AND MEDIATION ACTIVITIES.-

(!) SURVEY.-The Attorney General shall conduct a survey of 
State laws that relate to patient safety data peer review systems and 
mediation confidentiality, including laws that establish an eviden
tiary privilege applicable to data developed by such systems and 
mediation discussions relating to health care, and shall review the 
manner in which such laws have been interpreted by the courts. 

(2) REPORT.-Not later than nine months after the date of en
actment of this Act, the Attorney General, or his or her designee, 
shall prepare and submit to the Committee on Health, Education, 
Labor, and Pensions of the Senate and the Committee on Energy . 
and Commerce of the House of Representatives, a report concern
ing the results of the survey conducted under paragraph (1). 

These sections provide what is often ignored but critical in le
gal policy-a provision for funding of the infrastructure necessary 
to implement its provisions, and a provision to assess the effective
ness and challenges relating to implementation of the statute as 
public policy. 

153 
These provisions thus ensure that critical areas noted by commentators not be excluded 
for relevant public policy purposes. See, e.g. , Pamela A. Kentra, Hear No Evil, See No Evil, 
Speak No Evil: The Intolerable Conflict for Attorney-Mediators between the Duty to Maintain 
Mediation Confidentiality and the Duty to Report Fellow Attorney Misconduct, 1997 BYU L. 
REv. 715 (1997) (providing for exceptions to mediation privilege for attorney misconduct); 
Mori Irvine, Serving Two Masters: The Moral Obligation under the Rules of Professional Conduct 
to Report Attorney Misconduct in a Confidential Mediation , 26 RuTGERS L.J. 155 (1994); Kevin 
Gibson, Confidentiality in Mediation: A Moral Reassessment, 1992 J. DisP. REsoL. 25 (1992) 
(providing for reporting threats, crime, or abuse and neglect circumstances); Lynne H. 
Rambo, Impeaching Lying Parties with Their Statements During Negotiation: Demysticizing the 
Public Policy Rationale behind Evidence Rule 408 and the Mediation Privilege Statutes, 75 WAsH. 

L. REv. 1037 (2000) (providing for the purpose of impeaching prior inconsistent 
statements). 
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v. CoNCLUSION d r 
. all of us will be patients in the e IV-

At some pomt or an~ther, f ty affects us all. Key systems ap-
ery system, and thus pa~I~nt sa ed 'thin it have shown the 

t 'd mediCme an WI · 
Proaches ou SI e H r these methods requue 

f h thods oweve , 
effectiveness o t ese me . . tions discussions, and correc-

h t d frank communica ' . 1 th open, ones , an 'd d atients rely on precise y e 
tive actions. Currently, provi erfs an phame and blame of individu-

"' e" sa ety-s 
wrong methods to Improv h t ffective communication of 

1 1 stem that t war s e . d' t 
als and a ega . sy well federal-state issue analysis m . Ica e 
safety data and Issues. As , r bl to safety and error discus
PR/QA privilege may not be ~PP.Ica e ay be used for other, inap-

d . r ommurucahons m 
sions, and me Ia Ion c . tended by the parties. r ·r s that were never m t b propriat~ ac IVI Ie confidential communications mus e 

To Improve safety, safe, T bt . this goal and to clar-
d d arded o o am ' 

allowed, promote , an rew . . tions federal legislation 
d f otected communica ' . 

ify the nee or pr PR/QA and mediation communications 
should be passed to protect. . roposes such a statute. 
as they relate to safety. This piece fpd 1 and state laws regarding 

fl' t between e era 
Overall, the con IC s . f must be addressed. The 

PR/QA and mediation comm~~la IOn~ . di'ction and choice of 
. f 1 s pnvi ege, JUriS ' 

vagaries of conflict ~ aws; to the attorney; however, to an injur~d 
laws may be of great mtere. t m which discourages open dis
patient or provider caught m a sys el ource of angst that limits 
cussion of safety, they represednt ondy a rsected We must do better; 

. b d · se -an cor · 
what can and will e Iscus f T and future generations, 
for our lives, and the lives of our arm Ies 
depend upon it. 
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Access to long-term care in the United States, like health care, 
is allocated primarily on the basis of ability to pay. For a substantial 
segment of the population, health care costs are covered by insur
ance; however, long-term care insurance is far less common and 
may cover an unpredictably low portion of actual costs. 1 Therefore, 
premiums are high due to actuarial unpredictability and prevailing 
price strategies that determine premiums based on the insured's age 
at the time of purchase or that increase premiums with the advanc
ing age of the insured.2 Thus, older people who have such insur
ance must be quite affluent in order to afford the premiums.3 

Long-term care policy and finance is intertwined with health 
care policy, in that long-term care in the second half of the twentieth 
century is defined as physical care that is not health care.4 Long
term care policy is also closely aligned with government benefits for 
the poor.5 In the past, one who could be self-supporting presumably 
could pay for long-term care, including non-medical physical assis
tance to offset incapabilities due largely to the natural process of 
aging. As a result, social policy has yet to determine with certainty 
whether long-term care assistance is a legitimate need for those who 
are not clearly determined to be poor. Thus, policy makers in the 
United States are uncertain how and by what type of benefit long
term care should be available to elders. A persistent theme is that 
many elders can and should provide for their own long-term care 

*Professor of Law, Marquette University Law School; M . Phil. In Law, Cambridge Univer-
sity, England; J.D. University of Florida. 

1 See AusoN BARNEs ET AL., CouNSELING OLoER CLIENTs 16-1 (1997). 

2 See id. at 16-4. 

3 
See id. (citing LoNG-TERM CARE Poucrns AVAILABLE IN WrscoNsiN, Office of the Commis
sioner of Insurance (Jan. 1994)). 

4 See id. at V-3. 

s See id. at V-4. 




